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Spartan Shops board delays bank action
By Sally Finegan
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Shops Board of Directors
voted in a special committee meeting Friday
to postpone until April its decision on whether
to withdraw its funds from Bank of America.
The board, which a week earlier had
promised a decision in March, said it would
not have enough time to make a fiscally responsible decision.
"That’s stall tactics as far as I’m concerned," said Paul Gardner, junior in political science and member of the anti-apartheid
group which has asked Spartan Shops to
change banks. The Mandela Coalition, a
group of about 30 SJSU students, faculty and
staff opposed to apartheid in South Africa,

had presented six speakers and their arguments for divestment to the Spartan Shops
board Feb. 14.
The coalition had also given board members a list of alternative banks to Bank of
America.
Ed Zant, Spartan Shops general manager, said he has contacted five banks, but
that it will take time to see which banks offer
comparable services to those of Bank of
America. He said he has contacted Bank of
California, California First Bank, Central
Bank and The Hibernia Bank, all in San Jose.
and Wells Fargo Bank in Palo Alto.
Spartan Shops is a non-profit corporation
which runs the bookstore and food services on
campus. Any surplus money goes to the Asso-

ciated Students Board of Directors and to the does it promise to withdraw Spartan Shops’
Student Union Board of Directors.
funds.
Spartan Shops buys certificates of de"The Spartan Shops Board of Directors is
posit and other shoit-term investments against apartheid and thus directs managethrough various banks, including Bank of ment to evaluate its banking relationships in
America. Spartan Shops has made no invest- light of service, costs and the banks’ investments through Bank of America since No- ments policies concerning South Africa and
vember, but has about 10 percent of its report back to the board of directors at its
funds
mostly its checking and payroll April meeting," the final motion stated.
accounts deposited in the bank.
Board members were concerned with the
Spartan Shops keeps between $60,000 and potential financial losses Spartan Shops could
8100,000 in these accounts, said Ray Flores, incur if it withdrew its funds from Bank of
Spartan Shops controller.
America and questioned the coalition’s criteThe board voted to make a statement of ria in choosing banks.
principle only against the concept of apartBoard member Paul Brown, a professor
heid. The motion passed does not contain any of recreation and leisure studies, said he
specific mention of Bank of America, nor questioned whether Spartan Shops should

change banks if it was going to mean a substantial loss of money, since any surplus
Spartan Shops money ultimately goes to students.
Board President Bill Campsey, a professor of accounting and finance, agreed with
Brown.
"We’re makings token statement lit the
board does divest 1," Campsey said. "It’s
critical to take care of the needs of students
through Spartan Shops by making sure that
we make the fiscally responsible decision."
Michael Finley, Spartan Shops board
vice-president and a senior in finance, said he
wasn’t convinced that the apartheid issue is a
good reason to change banks He said the
continued on pages

Bentel Hall
faces future
renovations

Rejoicing

Asbestos discovered
in first floor auditorium
By Craig Quintana
Daily staff writer
The discovery of asbestos on the first floor of Dwight
Bente! Hall may cast even more uncertainty over the beAosemmorgyrit gmaNdlinvet. Ilaftare

Michael K Chow

Filipino Americans cry joys of victory and
relief at San Jose City Hall. Yesterday

morning,

former Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos resigned in the midst of

Daily staff photographer

harsh criticism. His opponent Corazon
Aquino took over as the new president.

Construction Coordinator Barbara Pluta said asbestos was found last week in the first floor auditorium. In
addition to the asbestos found in the auditorium ceiling,
she said it has also been discovered in the stairwells and
ceiling tiles on the second floor of the building’s west side.
The auditorium has since been closed, she said.
Pluta said the asbestos presents no hazard in its current form but would hamper repairs on the west wing.
The entire second floor was closed a month ago when
university officials determined the drooping ceiling put
occupants at risk. The cement plaster was pulling away
from the lath above, which in turn was separating from
the joist.
To shore up the ceiling, sheets of three-eighths inch
plywood were bolted through the acoustic tiles and plaster and into the joist. The repairs were completed two
weeks ago and the east wing was reopened.
Pluta said any similar repairs on the west side would
dislodge the asbestos and create a hazardous situation.
Asbestos removal would have to preceed any attempted
repair, she said.
Pluta said a recent estimate by an outside consultant
placed the cost of asbestos removal at 8150,000.
Last week, President Gail Fullerton said the extra
costs involved with working around the asbestos made repairing the west side unfeasible for the present. She estimated that the university would need $200,000 to just duplicate the repairs already in place.
continued on page 6

Auditor general keeps tabs on government Ballot measures sought
By Linda Smith
Daily staff writer
Former SJSU student Thomas Hayes criticizes government and gets paid for it.
"I make my living criticizing government,"
said Hayes, the California auditor general.
Hayes graduated from SJSU in 1968 with a de
gree in business administration. In 1972 he received his M.B.A. from SJSU.
At the Friday meeting of the SJSU accounting
club. Beta Alpha Psi, Hayes spoke to 200 students,
faculty and professionals. The meeting was held at
the Marriott Hotel in Santa Clara.
Hayes talked about opportunities for accountants in government and the role of the office of auditor general.
"There aren’t too many people that like accountants. They’re boring and not much fun to
have around," Hayes said. "They’re going to give
you at least some information that you don’t want
to hear.
"But they are absolutely essential to the way

’There aren’t too
many people that like
accountants. They’re boring
and not much fun to have
around.’
Thomas Hayes,
auditor general
that our major institutions, including government.
conducts its business."
The auditor general’s office is divided into two
sections, one for financial audits and one for operational audits, Hayes said.
Hayes said entry level positions, with starting
salaries of $23,000 to 826,000, in the auditor general’s office are available to students with bachelor

and master’s degrees.
The financial auditors are responsible for auditing the state’s 850 billion budget, the largest financial audit in the world, as well as other requested audits.
The operational auditors are responsible for
operational audits of the various California state
programs and institutions. An operational audit
checks the efficiency of procedures in state programs.
Since 1950, the government has started to emphasize the importance of operational audits over
financial audits, Hayes said.
"It’s only recently that the private sector is
starting to realize the importance of operational
audits in private corporations," he said.
Americans, feeling the financial crunch, are
reacting to the high price of toilet seats and ashtrays and are putting pressure on government to
audit the way major institutions work, Hayes said
In 1979, Hayes was selected as a candidate for
continued on pages

Famous Amos preaches chocolate chip cookie gospel
Veda Anderson
and Maria J. Gunter
Daily staff writers

Don’t set limitations believe in
yourself
Wally Amos said this motto has
helped him through 11 years of empire-building in the chocolate chip
cookie industry.
Bedecked in a lei -embroidered
shirt, fluorescent pink socks, baggy
pants and white tennis shoes, Famous Amos preached the gospel of
his chocolate chip success story Monday night in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"When I started, people told me,

’You can’t open a store selling cookies.’ They meant ’they’ can’t do it,"
Amos told the crowd of about 125 people.
Amos said people need to realize
how powerful they are. "I don’t think
there’s a human being yet who has
reached his potential," he said.
Amos, who did not finish high
school or go to college, said that believing in himself was the most important ingredient in his success.
People ought to believe they are capable and that they are born with everything needed for life, he said.
"We keep looking for the answer
outside of us," Amos said "Life is an

inside job."
Amos said he doesn’t believe his
cookies stand out from other cookies,
instead people buy his cookies for the
man behind them. "Nobody else can
be Wally Amos."
Amos proved this during his
speech when he pulled out a kazoo
and played "Old Man River" and
"The William Tell Overture" at the
request of the audience. The kazoo is
"the official instrument of the Famous Amos industry," he said.
And twenty minutes into the
speech, Amos sang out for Carole
Cooper, Associated Students Program Board forums chairwoman, to

give cookies to the audience. "Now
you all know why I sell cookies," he
said. "I can’t sing worth a damn."
Amos said he never eats any
chocolate chip cookies except his
own. "Why should I’?"
However, the cookie business is
not a contest, he said. "None of us
alone is going to make enough cookies for everybody."
Amos said he started Famous
Amos cookies to support himself The
first store opened in 1975 on Sunset
Boulevard in Los Angeles
"I opened the store to make a living. That’s all And I do it well,"
continued on pages

to alter A.S. structure
By Carl Scarbrough
Daily staff writer
A drive is underway to put to
student vote initiatives that will
restructure the A.S. government
and increase student fees.
Paul Sonneman, A.S. executive assistant, proposed two constitutional changes to the board of
directors that would create another executive position and
would change the formation of the
board without adding members.
"It’s up to the students of
SJSU to make these decisions,"
Sonneman said, emphasizing that
these items should be placed on
the ballot with the A.S. elections in
March.
These items will be deliberated by the board today.
Sonneman said the executive
branch of the A.S., consisting of
the president, vice president and
controller, should be altered to
consist of two vice presidents, one
of administration and one of finance.
Sonneman proposed that the
vice president of administration
would perform the same duties as
the existing vice president.
As stated in the A.S Constitution, the vice president’s primary
duties are to act as chairman of
the board of directors, sea liaison
between the board and the executive branch and to perform the
duties of the president should the

president he absent
"The vice president of finance
would have roles that would be decided by this board and subsequent boards," Sonneman said.
He said a vice president of finance is needed, not only to be involved with the A.S. Budget Committee, but also with the
university budget.
The A.S. has input to the university budget through the student
and finance committee of the Academic Senate, which is an organization representative of SJSU faculty.
The Academic Senate is the
legislative branch of the university’s administration.
Sonneman also suggested that
the vice president of finance, instead of the A.S. president, should
serve on the budget committee.
A.S. President Erin O’Doherty has been absent from all of
the five budget committee meetings held this year.
Also requiring a constitutional
amendment, Sonneman recommended that the duties of three
board members be combined to
create two positions and a director
of budget be added to the board.
He said the duties of the director of Ethnic Affairs should be divided between the director of Non’
Traditional Minority Affairs and
continued on pages
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Editorial

Budget hurts student aid
TUDENTS COUNTING on fed- naming the loan program).
erally funded financial aid for
Of course, Congress has to apnext semester better start prove Reagan’s proposal first. And
looking for alternatives now.
considering this is the toughest budWhile the rising cost of educa- get Reagan has ever presented to
tion forces students, employed or Congress, approval might not come
unemployed, to seek financial assis- easy.
tance, the government continues
Nevertheless, the $220 billion
withdrawing its once outstretched federal deficit has taken central
helping hand, allowing many stu- stage and cannot be ignored. Thus
dents and their families to tumble as we have the indiscriminate Grammthey struggle to provide for an edu- Rudman, an automatic deficit recation.
duction measure enacted last year
Naturally, financial aid to col- to balance the budget by 1991.
lege students is on President ReaIf Congress and the White House
gan’s hit list. His budget calls for a fail to agree on a budget that will
$2 billion cut in student aid.
bring the federal deficit from $220
While an estimated 600,000 col- billion to $144 billion, the Grammlege students would be dropped Rudman vise will put a squeeze on
from federal aid rolls, about 1.3 mil- federal programs anyway.
lion students would be denied finanAnd the brutal cuts resulting
cial aid.
from Gramm-Rudman could bring
The kill would be simple. Eligi- an end to the GSL program. Without
bility requirements for aid would be government -backed
incentives,
tightened. Many students who would lenders would have no beneficial
be eligible for aid this fiscal year, reasons to lend money to college stuwould be ineligible next year.
dents.
And those students fortunate
Even if the Gramm-Rudman
enough to qualify for government- which is up for a court decision rebacked student loans, would find garding its constitutionality does
themselves carrying the burden of not survive, the urgency of the defihigher loan costs.
cit will remain and demand to be adIn addition to the cu. billion pro- clvessci
posed cut, Reagan has suggested
unless
College
students,
that the government stop paying in- wealthy, better prepare for a blow.
terest on the Guaranteed Student Because one way or another, the
Loan. ( He should also suggest re- cutbacks will hurt.

Letters to the Editor
Fraternities do not rape
Editor,
I found myself in shock and amazement
after reading one article in the Feb. 19 issue
regarding rape, who they involve, as well as
how and where they happen.
Any kind of rape is a terrible thing to
Imagine, not to mention experience. I feel
compassion for the women who were described in the article, but fraternities should
not be held responsible. The A.S. President
was wrong to allude to such a concept.
Your paper once again has provided the
students, faculty and subscribers with a onesided, slanted and irresponsible article about
gang rapes, but about fraternities.
The A.S. President spoke out of line with
her comments continuing the imaginary division between Greek and non-members. I request that she publicly apologize for her comments, for fraternities do not rape, nor cause
those situations, individual people do and individuals should be strictly punished.
This article confirmed my feelings toward the Spartan Daily and individuals who
speak without proper knowledge. Both rush
to harsh, unjustified generalizations which
cause more damage than one can imagine.
%Mom Baron
Alumnus, ,Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity
Graduating class of 1955

Editorial confusing
Editor,
The editorial "Terrorism Breeds Outlaw
Nations.* left me confused.
The reader is told, "By committing acts
of terrorism, the United States and Israel
could bring more harm than good, providing
ammunition to their enemies."
This is a ludicrous conclusion.
No definition is given to terrorism The
editorial compares the U.S. Navy F-14 interception of an Egypt Air 737. containing the escaping Achille Lauro hijackers. with acts of
terrorism perpetrated by Libya and the PLO.
The obvious absurdity of this is that the people on the Egypt Air 737 were never shot at.
beaten, murdered or bombed
The editorial states that there was a direct violation of International law when an Israeli aircraft intercepted a Libyan military
G-2, Feb. 4, in a search for violent extremist
leaders This, too, is called terrorism.
Terrorism is a complex problem. One
way to deal with it is to have a strong intelligence and diplomatic network, integrated
with a communication system with links to
specialized military units stationed so they
can respond rapidly. This should be viewed
with as much importance as our nuclear and
conventional military forces
Michael Kennedy
Senior
Biological Science

Abortion is genocide
Editor,
I feel compelled to respond to the fallacious column by Patricia Pane. I do not condone sex discrimination; however, abortion
has nothing to do with equal rights.
If a woman demands to indulge in the
moral decadence of sexual immorality and
promiscuity that some of the male members
of this species busy themselves with, then she
must be responsible enough to use some
method of birth control.
However, abortion is not a method of
birth control. Birth control prevents the creation of new life while abortion kills a baby
that is already there.
Abortion has tarnished the image of our
nation where "the right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness" once included unborn
children.
If an unwanted pregnancy is damaging to
the health and mental well-being of the
woman, imaging what a horror abortion must
be to the unsuspecting baby involved.
Women haves right to say "no" to sex. If
they choose to say "yes,’ then they have an
obligation to use birth control, If they do not,
then they have the right to give the baby up
for adoption.
How long will the genocide continue?
Steve Cressy.
Senior
Marketing

Old enough to pay the price
Authorities in Marshall, Va., called it
one of the most brutal murders ever dealt
with. They referred to the abduction, rape
and slaying of a 12-year -old girl in August
The girl was stoned several times,
choked and stomped on. She suffered a
bruised esophagus and a ruptured liver.
In any other circumstances, authorities said that they would be seeking the
death penalty for the accused. But the assailants were not hard-nosed criminals.
they were two 15-year -old boys.
This incident marked the third serious
crime in recent months involving juveniles
in the Washington area. And it again raised
the difficult question of whether youthful
offenders should be tried as adults.
Lawyers, politicians and citizens differ
on the issue. But when considering the
weight of the crimes committed by juveniles, the question is easily answered:
Youthful offenders who commit grown-up
crimes should be tried and sentenced as
adults,
Juvenile authorities typically lose jurisdiction when juveniles are no longer minors, and the offenders often go free. This
would mean that the older a youth is (16 or
17), the less time he or she would have to
serve for committing a serious crime. It
does not make sense.
In July of 1981 in Texas, a juvenile fatally shot his mother and father, but when
he reached 18, he no longer was under the
control of juvenile authorities. Was the
time he served really enough to correct his
problem? Who is to say that he will not kill
again?
In an adult court, however, the punishment can be more severe.
When two boys from Vermont, ages 15
and Hi allegedly raped, stabbed and beat
two I2-year -old girls, killing one, the Legislature swiftly lowered the age at which a
person charged with a serious offense can
be tried and sentenced as an adult. Vermont’s new age limit is 10.
Ten may seem young, but in Washing-

Veda
Anderson

CoI

Angelo Lopez

ton a 10-year-old was charged with assaulting a seven -year-old girl with intent to
maim. And two 12-year-old District of Columbia boys were found guilty of the second-degree murder of a seven-year-old District boy.
Milpitas authorities will probably
never forget the day I6-year-old Anthony
Jacques Broussard bragged to his friends
about strangling his former girlfriend and
then invited his friends out to view the
body.
Anyone old enough to commit such
crimes is old enough to pay the price. Allowing serious juvenile offenders to go free
after spending a few years in a detention
center is not enough to show people that
crime doesn’t pay. A juvenile should not be
above the law, yet that is what we are say -

ing when we don’t crack down hard on se-

rious juvenile offenders.
The handling of juveniles "is based on
broad assumptions about 14- and 15-year old naivete, which in turn is based on 19th
century conceptions about youth," said
Harvard Law Prof. Arthur Miller.
Miller said that the pendulum is swinging in favor of making juveniles accountable as adults. It is about time.
In California there are 8,000 or more
young people in custody on any given day.
Crime among juveniles will only increase if
stiffer penalties are not enforced. We cannot afford a court system that still reflects
the fundamental belief that children are innocent. If juveniles don’t pay the price for
the crimes that they commit, society will.

More harm than good

Trying juveniles as adults
doesn’t benefit society. In fact,
it may be doing more harm
than good.
Nine out of 10 people think
juvenile crime and heinous offenses in particular, are on the
rise. In reality, juvenile crime
has been steadily decreasing
since 1975.
The media hype surrounding teen-age murderers and
rapists leads the public to believe that more and more juveniles are running rampant and
constitute an ever-increasing
proportion of violent offenders.
But only 4 percent of all juveniles arrested are charged
with violence against a person.
What to do, then, with those
who commit heinous crimes?
Try them as adults, some say.
Get them off the streets. If they
can do the crime, they can do
the time.
Classifying juvenile crimes
as adult crimes would, how-

ever, do little to further the interests of society. A 1981 study
of the New York law which permits direct filing of juveniles in
the adult court showed that only
1.5 percent of the juveniles tried
as adults received sentences
longer than they could have received had they remained in the
juvenile system.
It is indeed ironic that the
prosecution of juveniles as
adults does not, in the vast majority of cases, accomplish the
goal of longer incarceration.
Despite this fact, 14 states
have passed laws in recent
years to send to adult courts juveniles charged with serious
crimes. And several other
states have made provisions for
sending children as young as 10
to adult criminal court.
Heinous crimes are a serious problem and need to be
dealt with, but making it possible for a 10-year-old to be tried
as an adult certainly isn’t an ef-

fective solution!
Seymour Gerber, Circuit
Judge of the Juvenile Division,
11th Judicial Court of Florida,
Miami, offers his opinion on the
subject.
"Juvenile crime . .. is not
pervasive, not violent, not increasing, and not destined to
destroy our society. It is a serious problem requiring serious
attention that won’t go away as
a result of our fear or revulsion,
or by reclassifying it as an
adult crime."

PAC not outlaws
Editor,
The Pan Africanist Congress of Azania
was a guest on campus during African
Awareness Month celebrations. A distinguished Joseph Moabi, treasurer of the PAC,
was the speaker His visit was part of an educational and fund-raising tour. The emphasis
is on developing land recently given to the
PAC by the Tanzanian government
The PAC is one of the organizations recognized by the United Nations Special Committee Against Apartheid. I would like to
refer the poorly informed Stew Hintz to the
U.N There he will be able to find facts on who
is the true outlaw inside South Africa. It is the
government of South Africa that terrorizes
the entire southern region of Africa and refuses the U.N. mandate to leave Namibia
( southwest Africa) Stew found it easy to relate to the racist South African government.
Central to Moabi’s message was the need
for unity between the different organizations
in Azania. How is it Stew only heard the
points of difference? As for where the PAC
support comes from, Stew used second-hand
information Ask the PAC next time because
truth and justice are a principle for a revolutionary organization
Akubandu Amazu
Graduate
Undeclared

Special to the Daily

Angelo Lopez - Special to the Daily

Gerber recommends that
juvenile courts should be permitted to impose longer sentences as on violent offenders
between the ages of 14 and 18
But he emphasizes that the only
way to break the crime cycle is
to start with the very young.
Trying juveniles as adults
does little, if anything, to break
the cycle. What is needed is a
thoughtful, reasoned approach
which will address the special
needs of the juvenile offender
and the concerns of society.
Massachusetts has instituted an innovative policy to
deal with young lawbreakers.
In 1972, the state’s five training
schools were shut down, and all
but the most chronic offenders
were sent to work on community projects.
Currently, about 90 percent
of the youths are diverted to
community -based programs.
The most violent offenders are
held in secure treatment facilities with only 12 to 18 beds each
Close staff supervision, counseling, special educational and
vocational training, and lessons
in behavior modification create
a sense of hope that wasn’t apparent under the old system.
The program has achieved
a large degree of success. From
1978 to 1984, juvenile crime in
Massachusetts fell 26 percent.
In addition, only one of five
adult criminals entering the
state’s prison system is a product of the juvenile system
half the rate of the training school era
Given the success of this
program and the ineffectiveness of treating juvenile offenders as adults, it is essential that
young people be given special
considerations. To equate juveniles with adults is to slap a convenient label on a most serious
problem.
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History department
to get new chairman
By Robert

Walsh

Daily staff writer

The history department has chosen George Moore as its nominee to
replace department chairman James
Walsh.
The nomination was submitted to
President Gail Fullerton in January,
said Charles Burdick, dean of Social
Sciences.
Moore is currently the assistant
chairman.
"I should point out that my colleagues have elected me ’nominee’
for the chair," Moore said.
It is up to Fullerton to approve or
deny the nomination.
"The power has not transferred
yet," Moore said.
Moore said he had faith in Fullerton’s decision no matter which
way it went.
"She’s not a president who generally opposes the faculty’s nomination, and I respect her for that," he
said.
Walsh’s departure from the position came about when he decided to
take a year’s leave of absence instead of a semester’s, Moore said.
According to department policy,
a chairman must leave his post if he
takes a leave of absence that is
longer than a semester.
Moore called Walsh’s performance "first class," and said that efforts were made to persuade him to
stay on.
"In fact, offers were made to persuade him to have an interim chair
for one year, but we couldn’t convince him," Moore said.
Moore said he felt that Walsh
wanted to pursue more writing and
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teaching, and said "that’s impossible
while you’re chairman "
Moore said if he accedes the post,
there are few changes he’d make.
though he did say that he’d like to
bring younger people into the department.
"Bringing in younger people is
important," Moore said. "The older
people are great, but in a few years
there will be some holes in the department if we don’t bring in some
younger historians."
Moore stressed that a chairman’s life is a busy one.
"If you’re a chairman, you really
can’t do much of anything else. With
as many faculty members as you
have in the department, you must
maintain their interests and good
feelings amongst them."
"The scheduling of faculty with
interests as diverse as this one is a
very time-consuming thing." Moore
said.
"Also, with a department like
history, which has substantial
amounts of money available to it in
the form of grants and scholarships,
the chairman has to lobby for those
funds."
Moore said the history department differs from some other departments at SJSU, in that there is unity
"There are other departments
where division wreaks havoc and rips
the faculty apart. For them, a transition like this is traumatic."
Moore said he attributed the reason for this unity to the faculty.
"The faculty of the history department accepts the responsibility
of the ’work’ part of the job," Moore
said.
"They’re generally agreeable to
doing the less exciting aspects of it.
They seem willing to share the burdensome things with less anger and
resentment than I’ve seen in other
departments."
Moore said he expects Fullerton’s decision on his nomination in
"a matter of weeks, if that."
Burdick said that while Walsh
will be missed, he expects Moore to
make a fine chairman.
"The king is dead, long live the
king." he quipped

’Night Stalker’
will be tried
in open court
LOS ANGELES t API A judge refused Monday to bar the public and
the press from the preliminary hearing for "Night Stalker" defendant
Richard Ramirez, saying he is convinced that a fair jury can be found to
try the multiple-murder case.
"I agree that the right of a defendant to a fair trial is the cardinal
right to be protected," said Muncipal
Court Judge James Nelson. "I am,
however, not persuaded that a reasonable likelihood of prejudice exists
at this time."
He said that Ramirez’s lawyers
would have been required to show
that the ultimate jury pool in Los Angeles County would be tainted irreversibly by press coverage of the preliminary hearing.
"Taint there will be," the judge
said, "but there will be a fair jury
found in Los Angeles County."
Describing the county as "rather
media -intensive, anyway," he said
the vastness of the area and the huge
pool of prospective jurors ensures
finding unprejudiced panelists if a
trial is ordered after the preliminary
hearing.

Tutors help others make the grade
By I.isa Vollmer
Daily staff writer

Attention Students!
Don’t
jump off that bridge because Math
71, Engineering 50. English 18 or
any other class has you at wits’
end. ASPIRE, a free SJSU educational tutorial service, may be
able to help you.
The Academic Support Program for Increased Retention in
Education has 38 students who are
qualified to tutor in 278 university
courses. Last year, the program
helped 175 students with their
studies. In addition to helping with
classwork,
ASPIRE
offers
workshops in study techniques,
time management, note-taking
and test preparation. They also
work with students to strengthen
their reading, vocabulary, writing
and comprehension skills.
Students meet with ASPIRE
tutors once a week, for an hour, at
the ASPIRE offices. Tutors are
matched with students based on
academic need and personality.
Students are required to come to
the sessions with specific questions and to have prepared assignments beforehand.
Students most frequently request help in math, said Verna

Benzler, ASPIRE tutorial coordinator. Help in math is requested
mostly by females and ethnic minorities.
"It has nothing to do with
I.Q.," Benzler said. "It has nothing to do with being dumb, stupid
or whatever. It has to do with not
being academically prepared."
Females were brought up to
think math is not feminine,
Benzler said. Ethnic minorities
can do well in math if it is taught
in their native language, but they
may have problems understanding math concepts in English, she
Ass result, females or ethnic
minorities might not be advised to
continue in math, Benzler added.
"It’s too bad, because society
loses out on a lot of people,"
Benzler said.
Other subjects students frequently request help in are engineering and accounting.
For students who need just occasional help with a class. ASPIRE offers tutoring on a drop-in
basis at the Dining Commons
across from Joe West Hall. Tutors
offer help in a wide range of subjects from 7:3010 II p.m., Monday
through Thursday. A schedule of
tutorial subjects offered is avail-

Roger Gilbert
Daily staff writer

John known. Michael McCarthy,
Thomas Gary Mode, Dele Mout, Shells
O’Day. Craig ()tante.. Jamie Rackley Lucy
Sonlopietro Carl Scarbrough James Scar
Pace. Linda Smith. Jeni Llyettle, Robert

Student projects once again highlighted the School of Engineering’s
annual open house this year.
Selecting from a field of 10 club
and student group engineering presentations, the Engineering Alumni
Association gave top honors to the
Associated Students of Materials Engineering club’s "The Magic of
Materials" demonstration Friday.
Bob Hansen, president of the Engineering
Alumni
Association,
awarded an $800 check to the club before a boisterous crowd of more than
450 engineering students, faculty and

YOUR JOB SEARCH BEGINS NOW
a Competitive Edge
Good contacts are the key to career success!
So, why risk losing them?
Preserve all valuable job source information with
the ProSearch System!’ This comprehensive
portfolio provides easy-to-use reference pages

$100 Cash 1st Prize

Department of Foreign Languages
ESSAY CONTEST

In recognition of National Foreign Language Week (March 3-7),
the Department of Foreign Languages, SJSU, will award a First
Prize of $100.00 to the SJSU undergraduate submitting the best
essay on the subject: "The role of Foreign Languages in my future
career." Second prize: $50.00. Entry deadline: March 7, 1986, 12
Noon. For entry blanks and information come to:

Companies to Investigate
Prospective Employer ProfilesJob
Sources, Calls, Contacts & Interviews
People, Places, Publications
Appointments & Expenses
References, Referrals
. AND MUCH MORE!

Department of Foreign Languages SH 219
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PROMO SYSTEM "
The Professional Organizer for Job Seekers
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that personality and that wanting
to give of themselves,- Benzler
said Tutors must be flexible, understanding and be willing to be a
role model, she said.
Panic sent Ronald Nash, a
business major, to the ASPIRE offices last semester. He was having
difficulty with his Math 71 calculus class, he said.
"I was real uptight because
my lowest grade until Math 71 had
been a B," Nash said "When I
started seeing F’s, I just went, ’oh
no, this has never happened to me
before.’ I didn’t know what else to
do except panic"
Nash used ASPIRE the entire
semester, and brought his grade
up from an F to a B. "I attribute
(my success) all to ASPIRE," he
said. "Business is my major. calculus is required for business I
wouldn’t have passed calculus had
it not been for ASPIRE.’ In turn, this semester Nash is
tutoring nine students in sever4I
required business courses. Nash
said he gets "gratification" from
tutoring.
"Plus I get the feeling that
I’ve been able to at least partially
pay back for the things they did
for me," he said.

alumni at the event s evening barbe- also received a $400 check for thtor innovative as hell." he said
cue Friday.
Hansen also gave honorable
walnut shell opener.
The "Magic of Materials" pre"Here we have students solving mentions to the Associated Students
sentation featured silicon processing practical problems with the skills of Mechanical Engineer’s human
and included a demonstration of how they’re learning here," said Donald powered vehicle project, a group of
shuttle tiles work.
Myronuk, associate dean of the senior mechanical engineering stu.
Last year’s winner was a robotic School of Engineering.
dents’ automatic punch press and inarm produced by the Robotics and
"This kind of project is not nor- dustrial engineering students’ autoAutomated Manufacturing club.
mally thought of as scientific, but it’s mated production work center
Two projects tied for second honors this year. The American Institute
of Chemical Engineers received $400
for a project that explained what
chemists do for the visiting high
school students. Senior mechanical
engineering design majors John
The ProSearch Systemim Can Give YOU
Howell. Jim Flores and Joe Thorp
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able at the ASPIRE office in Wahlquist Library Central, Room 218
To be eligible for ASP1RE’s
tutoring services, a student must
be a U.S. citizen or be applying for
permanent residency In addition,
students must be either low-income, physically disabled or first
generation college students. Students eligible for financial aid are
considered low-income.
ASPIRE also offers special
aid to students who are physically
disabled. It has trained tutors who
can help with the disablement.
For example, they have tutors
who know sign language for the
deaf.
In addition, the program offers tutoring for students with
learning disabilities. If a student
has a specific problem, a tutor can
be trained to meet an individual
need. Benzler said.
ASPIRE requires tutors to
have a 3.0 grade point average in
the subject matter they are tutoring. Applicants must submit to the
ASPIRE office copies of all transcripts and two letters of recommendations. Tutors attend a 10hour training session at the beginning of each semester.
’All of our tutors have to have
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SJSU falls to Tigers
despite comeback
Team still qualifies for PCAA tourney

Steve

swage

Daily sta photograp

(’enter Gerald Thomas skies for two of his six points during Monday’s 65-61 loss to Pacific

Netters aced by Cardinal
Michael McCarthy
obay staff writsit
SJSU’s women’s tennis team did
yesterday what many unranked
teams do against the No. 1 team in
the nation
they lost all nine
matches.
The Stanford Cardinal improved
its record to 4-0, while drubbing the
Spartans, 9-0.
But SJSU coach Lisa Beritzhoff
was far from disappointed with the
performance of her players.
"Normally the girls would be
nervous in playing a team like Stanford," Beritzhoff said, "but they
walked out on the court like they deserved to be there It’s the first time
I’ve seen that since I’ve been here.
"They did not play like they were
intimidated," she said, "and we
made (Stanford) work for every
point."
Although the Spartans 14-0 lost
all of their matches in straight sets,
Chandra Thompson and Vivian McAdam gave their opponents a scare.
The No 3-seed match between
Thompson and Stanford’s Stephanie
Savides could have went to a third
set, but Savides battled back from a
deficit to get the win.
With Savides serving, Thompson
was up 5-4 in the first set, and had a
30-0 lead in the crucial tenth game
However, Stanford won four straight
points to gain a 5-5 tie
Savides then went on to win the
next two games for the set and won
the next set 6-410 take the match
"I felt I played pretty well.
Thompson said. "but she played out
the big points better than I did."
In the No. 5 match, McAdam
forced Alyce Werdel to a tiebreaker

in the second set, but could not force
After dropping the first, 6-2, the
second set went back and forth, with
Werdel leading 6-Sin the 12th game.
With Werdel serving and up 40-0,
McAdam survived three match
points and won the game, gaining a
tiebreaker.
Needing seven points to win the
set. Werdel captured six of the first
eight points. But McAdam again

fought back with three straight points
to ?MVO V4111direne.of Weed*.
McAdam, however, served a double fault to lose the match.
"It took me a while to get going,
but I felt quite well in the second
set)," McAdam said.
"I had a chance in the second,
but she’s so tough she managed to
pull it off," she said. "Concentration wise, it’s the best I’ve played "

SPECIAL STUDENT/YOUTH FARES

LONDON
AMSTEM)A?-t
COPENHAaEN
;
ATHENS
A0/44E

thanks to two consecutive baskets by
forward Reggie Owens, who finished
with 16 points and seven rebounds.
SJSU led 20-15 before surrendering six straight points to the Tigers, who took the lead by one.
The first half, which saw both
teams take five-point leads, ended in
a 37-37 deadlock.
In the second half, the Tigers

"I thought it was a good game to
watch, I guess, from a spectator’s
standpoint," coach Berry said. "But
from a coach’s standpoint, it was,
hell, just a little disappointing."
NOTES:Before the game, tour
SJSU seniors
Ward Farris. Herb
Simon, Ontario Johnson and Wyatt
were honored at their last collegiate
home game.

’Heck, we got the shot we wanted to get at
the very end. You could not ask for a better
shot or a better shooter to shoot it. It just
didn’t go in and I guess that’s basketball.’
Bill Berry
SJSU head coach

were helped by a perfect three-forthree from three-point range, two of
which came on back-to-back shots
from James Gleaves and Christian
Gray.
The buckets turned a 46-46 contest into a 52-48 lead with 10:57 left to
go in the game.
The Spartans came back to tie it
at 55, but another three-pointer gave
Pacific the lead for good at 58-55.
That lead would climb to as high
as seven points until SJSU found it
profitable to make Pacific go to the
free-throw line, where the Tigers almost gave the Spartans the game.
Pacific converted only two of six
from the charity stripe during the
final Minute of play including a
one-for -four output from guard Kyle
Pepple, who tossed one that missed
the front of the rim by six inches.
Meanwhile, the Spartans combined a three-point play from Berry
and a Lance Wyatt layup to cut the
Tiger lead to two with 10 seconds left.
That set up Berry’s desperation
jumper.

Banks, Wilburn
share honors
Nevada SANTA ANA (AP)
Las Vegas guard Freddie Banks and
New Mexico State forward Gilbert
Wilburn have been selected as the
PCAA co-Players of the Week.
Banks scored 66 points in three
games, while Wilburn had 47 in two
contests.
Banks, a 61001-2 junior from Las
Vegas, had 27 points in UNLV’s victory over Fullerton State Feb. 17, 25
points in the Rebels’ triumph over
New Mexico State Thursday night
and 14 points in a Saturday win over
Fresno State.
Banks is UNLV’s leading scorer
with 18.8 points per game.
Wilburn, a 6-5 guard from Carson, Calif., scored 22 points in the Aligies’ loss at Las Vegas Thursday
night and tallied 25 points in New
Mexico State’s victory at Long Beach
State Saturday.
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IN THE FORM OF FINANCIAL AID STILL EXISTS!

STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK
I

166 Geary Street. N702. San Francisco. CA 94108
(415) 391-8407

DON’T BE CAUGHT OFF GUARD

PRIORITY DEADLINE
MARCH 1, 1986
1986-87 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE-WAHLQUIST SOUTH RM. 208

ONLY THE BEST!

USC gymnastics
to be dropped
LOS ANGELES ( AP) The University of Southern California will
drop its intercollegiate women’s
gymnastics program at the conclusion of the 1906 season, the school announced Monday
Athletic Director Dr
Mike
McGee cited financial considerations, a lack of a proper on -campus
gymnastics facility and other corn,
petitive disadvantages as primary
reasons for the decision. He said that
as a result of the decision, the athletic
department’s annual budget will be
reduced by more than 8140,000
The men’s gymnastics program
at the school was eliminated in 1981
for similar reasons
"For the past several years.
USC’s athletic department has experienced a net operating loss," McGee
said in a statement. "Several sports
including women’s gymnastics -have therefore been made responsible for developing additional funding.
Women’s gymnastics was not able to
develop a substantial level of financial support.

/

By Dale Moul
Daily staff writer
The SJSU men’s basketball team
entered its game against the University of the Pacific needing a win or a
UC-Santa Barbara loss to clinch a
spot in the upcoming PCAA tournament.
They did manage a spot in the
tourney but were not happy with the
way they accomplished it.
The Tigers, 7-9 in the PCAA and
14-13 overall, came into the Civic Auditorium, where they had lost six
straight times, and stole a 65-61 win
from the Spartans Monday night.
However, after the Gauchos fell
to UC-Irvine, 87-79, SJSU wound up
with a date at the Forum in Inglewood next week.
Spartan forward Ricky Berry,
suffering from a cold hand (seven for
21 from the field), drove the baseline
with 10 seconds left and SJSU trailing
by two points.
Berry put up an eight-foot
jumper that bounced twice on the rim
before it fell off and into the hands of
Tiger forward Rich Anema, who led
all scorers with 24.
Anema was fouled with one tick
left on the clock and sank two free
throws to seal the victory for Pacific.
"Heck, we got the shot we
wanted to get at the very end," coach
Bill Berry said. "You could not ask
for a better shot or a better shooter to
shoot it. It just didn’t go in and I
guess that’s basketball."
SJSU had plenty of opportunities
to win the contest, but due to the lack
of rebounding, the Spartans were
never really able to get into the type
of fast -break tempo coach Berry
wanted.
"It just seemed like everybody
was waiting for somebody else to do
it ( take command)," Berry said.
SJSU was out -rebounded 36-25.
Ten of the Tiger boards came on the
offensive end of the court, enabling
Pacific, which shot 49 percent from
the floor, to get more than one chance
to score when on the attack.
The Spartans took a 12-7 lead

ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS and ENGINEERS
MBA-MHA-MPA-MS COMPUTER SCIENCE
The United States Air Force has limited vacancies for individuals
with degrees listed above to work as part of our professional
health care administration team. Applications are now being
accepted from students in their final year of study.

A.S. SPRING ELECTIONS
CANDIDATE
ORIENTATION MEETING
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27
A.S. COUNCIL CHAMBERS
4:15P.M.
DEADLINE: All candidata applications must be
turned in at the orientation meeting.
FOR MORE INFO CALL:
THE A.S. OFFICE
277-3201
SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

* Excellent Starting Salary
* A Direct Commission As An Officer In The
US Air Force Medical Service Corps
* 30 Days Vacation With Pay Each Year
* Advanced Educational Opportunities
To find out how to apply, contact your Air Force Health
Professions representative.
TSGT DAVE BROWN
285 S 1st St
San Jose, CA
(408)275-8723
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The Overcomers will hold a Bible
study at 7:30 tonight in the S.U. Costanoan Room and at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow afternoon in Royce Hall’s main
lounge. Call Bill at 279-2133.
The Newman Community will
sponsor a speaker on the effect of the
Lenten season at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the Newman Center. Call Father
Bob Leger at 298-0204.
The Arnold Air Society is holding
a Red Cross blood drive from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. today through Friday in the
S.U. Umunhum Room. Call Cristina
Soares or Elisa Romero at 277-2743.
The Philosophy Club is holding a
meeting at noon today in the S.U. Almaden Room. Call Lone Bickford at
225-8093.
The French Club is meeting at
3:30 p.m. today in Sweeney Hall,
Room 435. Call Sonia Sarkissian at
745-1499.

The Campus Ministry is holding
Bible study at 12:19 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Montalvo Room. Call Norb
Firhnaber at 298-0204.

The SJSU College Republicans
will meet at 12:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call Paul
Mezzetta at 736-2282.

The Marketing Club will present
a guest speaker from Hewlett Packard at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in Business Classrooms, Room 04.

The South Hills Community
Church-College Plus will hold Bible
study at 7 tonight in Washburn Hall.
Call Betsy at 277-8550.

The Baptist Student Union will
hold its weekly Bible study at 11:30
a.m, today in the S.U. Pacheco
Room. Call Dave Shoffner at 274-3270.

The SJSU Ski Club is taking sign
ups for a Jackson Hole spring break
ski trip today in front of the S.U. Call
Doug at 225-0960.

The A.S. Leisure Services will
have sign ups for color analysis from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today in the A.S.
Business Office. Call Brian Burke at
277-2858.

AIESEC will hold a Board of Advisors meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Almaden Room. Call ALE SEC at 277-3458.

Campus Ministry is holding a
prayer group at 5 p.m. tomorrow in
the Campus Christian Center. Call
Natalie Shiras at 298-0204.

The Teacher Education Division
will hold a meeting for students interested in the multiple subject credential program at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow
in Sweeney Hall, Room 120. Call Dr.
Dana Elmore at 277-2681.

The Student Health Service is offering free screening for Tay Sachs
Disease from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today
in the S.U. Loma Prieto Room. Call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will be presenting speaker Pat Parks
from B.A.Y.M.E.C. at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Spartan Memorial
Building.

The Baptist Student Union will
present a lecture "Free to Fail . . .
Victory from Defeat" at 11:30 a.m.
today in the S.U. Almaden Room.
Call Robert Slater at 629-1782.

The Natural Science Program is
presenting seven speakers as part of
the General Education Conference
from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Umunhum Room. Call
Jerry Smith at 277-2315.
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Sat Further info colt Jean of 998
3471 or 920 8500
STUDENT UNION J0111 Maintenance
Morning
Assiotont
Mech.nlcs
hours requited. Mondov Endos
17 20 work hours per 11 Mak*
application In Student Union Duet
tor’s Office
TELEPHONE SALES., RADIO TIME, W.
are now hiring enthusiastic. aggro
sive sal. PooPro who oil,
to
work herd & are motivated by
money Can Mrs Green at 971
9733
TELEPHONE SALES PART TIME, Work
for the host, 5441 oubscriptiono to
Gus, 44
the Mot., Now
115/hr PLUS commeesion Plitaant
envirommil Available Shifts 9
In to I p m Mon Fri 4 30 9 30
pm Mon Fri

10 en 5 p m Set

Cell today 4081883 1800
POSITIONS
ADVISOR
VILLAGE
AVAILABLE, Cal 177 2530 for
more Information
WAITRESS NEEDED to work lunch
shift 11 2 pm Motto’. Restourant
Japantown Call 287 5944
10 SUPERVISORS NEEDED to trIlln
ond hire a tittles force a. woll ao
mgt dunes PT FT 448 0270
$10 $360 Weekly,Up 61510g Circu
lots, No quota., Sincerely NW
e ster] rush self add...sod env.
lope Success PO BOK 470CE0
Woodstock II

ticiOtse

HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE! 1 bit from
SJSU Firm 5140 Ishar. 8260
Isingiel Cal 289 8893
WINTER SPECIAL BRIGHT spockaus
furnished rooms mclud. roing &
color tv. housekeeping & linen
wake cold.. oft otroot perking
ler. shred hitch00 dining no..
w,microwowt $80 0130/nd
998

rie
EARN 114 000 $5 000 M.
you goin great busk.. timparl
enc. Se rho SJSU SiOtt Director
fot Campus Connoction our pro
yen nationeey panding
adwasing guide
We Pm.d.
&
matt..
corns.lo training
support Cell Jonathon Rand pub
ashor at 15131 241 6913 after
Spin wookdays or onytirno retook

15475

0634, 9 6 pm

GAY CONTACT CLUB for men and
woman oge 18
Low,
on
domed & licensed Conlidentral
For info send SASE to frIGCC PO
Box

28781

San

Jose

Cs

95159
MEET SINGLES! Personalised introduc
lions of CHOICES Fro. trial mem
borships
...able
Call
971
7108
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con
ter Sundoy Loftin. 10 45 am
Catholic 1 00 and B 00 Pm
Plaiese call Campus Ministry at
298 0204 for worship counsehng
progtams and study opponunilles
Roy Natoli. Shire. Fr Bob Lag.
Sr Joan Panetta Rev Norb Firn
hoher
5 FUN OFF OUR ROCKERS SCU guys
SJSU girls for a chango of
Bon 479. Santa Clora
Pace
95053

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL!! Stop droving. waxing.
tweezing Let me pormanontly to
mow. your unwanted has (chin bi
tont tummy
mouemone. beck.
shoulders. etc 1 15% discounts to
students and faculty Call before
Juno 1 19885 get your 1st appt
at l’2 price Unwanted halo distp
pos. with my ciao Gwen C Chin
groin. R E 559 3500. 1645 S
Bascom Avo
IC
Her Today
Gon. Tomorrow
EE’s(lEa

IS that Bankr design pro
Act due and you have no doe
what to build/ C. you know what
to buNd but can’t find tho parts or
the necesoary Information obout
them With my library of manufoc
furors

databooks

demign
tips & ocher’s.... I can help you,
Call tor deLaris day 942 7736
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
sult with SJSU students for 30
minutes FREE Practke lunitod to
all sop.. of Immigration & no
tronality law Locatod within mtn
otos horn campus Call Robin Ng
al 14081 289 8400 for eroOMM
mnt
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
& woman Special rate with Isc
ulty or student I D Private & confi
thinttal ...days. eyes & Sam
day In Koll amine. Path at Hwy
101 & N Fan Oaks A. Wt. Sun
naval.
Sunnyvale
Eloctrolysis
Center 14081731 3115
PRIVATE MAILBOX & MESSAGE So.
ca 1Check yout mall by ’,honor
Th. Poster Shop
14081 946
7678 Student Discount
REVITALIZE’, STATE CERTIFIED mat
sage pr.tromr offering rho,.
peutic
bodywork
mention.
Stress redution spricific musculor
problems energy balancing and
athletic injurles ore mated For an
o ppt call offer 3 pm w.kdays.
anytime

ir.Itentle
Jane
Thurston CMP.14081267 2993

STUDENTS WITH TOTS’, Play groups
ar fornung lot apes 1 2 Play
group Ie.., experlencod with
both children and toys and is a be
flavorist sclenc. motor
Starts
March 1 Call Tonla at 998 8906

TRAVEL
NORTH LAKE TAHOE Studio/condo or
okl area. 30 mins from Reno
575/wknd. $200/wk 848 2830

CESSING and
pots resume.
students ond
Former English

Erk and Wendell
NELLO, 7T? MIS IS egg.
I’VE &or TP taav6
A vom.e. WENDAu. 4N9
I HAIL,

SoMETRIN b moo.

BACKACHE 1? Free incornavation & cote
es pa of ...arch erotism! If you
have had low bock prinsr for more
then B months & ere 20 55 yrs
old plea. PO Palmer College of
Chiropractic War al 14081 244
8907 est 401
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to Nye
yelth &were hondicepood Men
Pkeeee col Orion no 298 2308
FREE HAIR CUTSMOOELS for ad
rano. cis.. Metro Heir 279
9894

faculty

I 1>0fer
WENAtt
Jr TELL ME IT
Sow.= VEgy SErwcuS
WEIL, I’D LIKE ).tuTo
LOOK AFS-IL TH045.
WHILE I’M
601ve
THANks. I
bye.

WITH WORDS with Wong
word processing! Dan O’Flatir. BA
in History mil not only preside

Life on Earth

Dr. Anderson:

error free letter quality printioli
but read your work crdicolly &O0
rout your oirrors as well Long
mem.ripts wlcorn
Will pick up
& delivor 978 0277
ft & B OFFICE SERVICES Word pro
classing. moons. manuals.
flumes mailing hots Located on
1167 S Saratoga Sunny.). Rd
San

Jose
Student
14081973 8670

Discount.

BECK SECRETARIAL SERVICES lot
your student coeds Word OM
mooing, tho.o. resurnea reports
Willow Glen ante Ask for Ilse at
267 8234
CALL LINDA FOR prof.... mono
/word
fumes..
$1 50/page
Idouble
specodi
Espervanced
Free disk storage Cassette Iron
.c,iymionaoallabi. beam Ahnodon
Expwy
& Bronhain En
Gust
W eed quick return on all papers
Phone 264 4504
CONANT’S WORD PROCESSING Sato
ice for term papers. theses lend
APO). msunws. %gal and Mom.
nernIs Top quality last &accu

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World
.00

EVER Grow TO CONSIDEk
NOW MANY GNOMES YEV A’S,
DOING drmPLE TASAS LIPO
N10.046 Toil LAWN?

Po.
ACADEMIC

APA

TYPIST’

TbjUPON-41;-"Ttr’
opErr TISAL YOU
DO S001E THIOJC,
telfr

,OF

Debbi. at 378 9805
West S.0 area

7arn 8pm

DOWNTOWN LOCATION LESS than 1
frm SJSU Prof typing, word
prom.ing airm papers. reports
theses & great looking re.m.
Reasonable rates
Try me Im
JUST YOUR TYPE 288 0250
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICES Te
P roem theses. resumes. di...
Mom. etc
Students and P.O

for

Classified

uhy We also do tape transcription
nd bookk.ping Reasonble Call
245 1769
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY FOR your
...M legin or butane. typing
’word procossing nee. Torn pa
?
repOO
reSumes
letters
dia.,ra
manuscripts
’hes.
nons
acad.. tonna. Edit
ing grammers.ffing essist.ce
C 44444 le
transcription
Guar
*Mooed professionol confidential
and clepondable service at affords
bN rates., Free dkikstorage sod to
fermi diocounts Pam 247 2681

moiling lists, CO us sr 292 8461
for on appointmont, 10% discount
on your last wake,
MANUSCRIPTS. TERM PAPERS RE
SUMES otc North San Jose area
Ca. 251 881305.. 3pin
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN ossignment
typod f51/ Let me holy, Reasons
bre rat.. include spelling & green
mar ow . but my esporience is
FREE Cell Monk. at 294 6347
9 epor or 926 1274
Mon Sot
730 lOpm Mon Sat

!Santa Cleral
EXPERIENCED

TYPIST reports, Wm
IMP... Mc 111 5Clidoubk.
page Editing avollabe Near Leigh
& Camden Cog 371 5933 ay*
clings

GET THE GRADES your Nord work de
serve. WRITE/TYPE has the right
typo of product for you A neatly
grommaticelly
trpnd
corr.t
Palm Ramos by peg.. hour or job
CO Serb.. at 972 9430 for tYP
Mg and editing
INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES io
Faceted right germs th street
from SJSU for your convenion.1,
We type matron. nom papers &

Word

OFFICE ALTERNATIVES!
pro
ceasing. typing. tr.scription 24
Hour Service Student discounts
...le 14081294-2974
PAPER DUE7 No tin% to type? Not to
worry CPI Mrs Ryan for fast. eft1
Mont prolesOonal result5 pup
$1 75 pot
anteod every lOne
pogo double spaced 252 6663
PAPERS MANUSCRIPTS RESUMES.
corer latter. Profesolonel work
r0000nabla rat. FREE disk or.
*Wow Glen Area. 292
age
8807
PROCESS IT WRITE, Foruhy and stir
don. can rely on occurs.

timely production of newsletters
worm
...um..
publications
men...riots cormspondence etc
WIN old on grommet, spelling punc
loon FOf prompt 7 day resPon.
Nev. moos.* lot Siemer. ot 14081
275 6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt .
curate
12 00/451
dependable
por pe. Saratoga emit Joan

*enable 44444
9368

Coll

14081

259

SUNNYVALE/VALLCO
MARCIE’s
word processing typing Prompt
.curato Mom formats in
dud. APA 51 5Orci00e Idmble
weced
8635
TIRED

pica

typel

CO

720

of

SENDING out 101 cotes. of
tit. sam. old mourn./ Just think of
ao your ambassador to rho career

at 741 5880

world Fre,o
hot
job opening
dosorve. now oissling resume
one that has been rovisod and up
dated to the loot minute (To wood
thIngs up we
mall your resume
out diroctly et your request FREE
of chergesi A $15 one time No
provkle you oath an trnmsku
lota letter quality 12 11ti80.1 0091
nal horn our PC $3 for each add
tional update or copy
Phoro

PUT YOUR WORDS in then be. pot
Exportenced.
Krectlye
proles
Mona word procesaing pews, re
sumes.
these.
in
Scochrlist
technIcol
scis tUb
project.
$1 75(53 50.pp* Call Vkki at
281 3058 Born 8pm IBM sroo
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE for ell you;
typing need. Stud.t rates by
pad, hour or prokoct Quick turn
wound Ask tor Amanda or %eye
message on machine
MINI..
area 14081 946 4967

meissago service. available Call us
at 14081279 2875

RESUME/BEAUTIFULLY
TYPE
D/55/pg Typing. fa. Ii EiOrpg
Tons at 379 7276
Cell

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates
Call oh. 6 pm or Nave meossgo at

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Professional
typing & Maine’s smokes Roe

TYPISTS Santa Clero,Sarnmyele Ar.
R.sonoble
We we th best,

Moo or

TM

Postol

Connection

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines 83,10 $380
4 Lines $380 $450
5 Lines $4 50 $520
6 Lines $ 5 20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

14081246 5633.s for Pot

WORD PROCESSING or human rt.
sour.. consulting or wake
Word processing don* at $15(hr
minimurn 4 hr. Hood, consulting,
done at 520(hr degrood manage,
Cal wrth messed. on tape to’
corder 279 8132
WORD

PROCESSING
Los
Gel.
.Carnpbell,Stuatoga Student pa
8. 50%
Pets 01 50 Pe.
cB
onto $150, Guarantood oceNent.
moults
I8M PC w Wordstat or,
word petioci Jack. 378 2610 t

YOUR REPORT

TERM NNW Of le,
some don
with computerised
word processing by professional
Student ’otos &Ms. for SJSU
studynts & tocutty
Save yost
theses report on diskette, C.
Erickon Word Proc... ot140111,
377 5293
%ay. rms.. 26
hrs day

2 TYPING SERVICE FOR YOU, Foot .
C4’44. typing soaNabla .v. dapN
week Pick up and dellyory avell
able 5, SJSU or in the Illoseom HMI

Three
Days
$4 15
$4 85
$5 55
$6 25
$ 70

Four
Day
$4 36
$506
$5 76
$6 46

Siva
Days
$4 50
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$6 60

Each
Extra
Day
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$1 25
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Enclosed is $

Days

Code s Classilicatro

1029
WORD PROCESSING
specialty Chrytol offers prof.
Nome letter throlhy Iguoranteedl
Product with 20% intro., do
cowl Theo. and group W.F.,.
Mond..4 and micro
welcome

An

Automotive
Travel
Stereo
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I
I
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I
1.
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ACADEMIC
REPORTS
DISSERT A
Thos.a our spoclahy
TIONS
Seven page minimum Key In word
...tang Ask Or Joy* at 264

ALMADEN/CURTNER

0’

,Senta true. area 365 1012

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for ’rich liner
I 1_1 1 I 1_L_L 1_ _L
_L 111.1_11111111 Ill

Iii

Ilmurnete.

?
tohn papon.. thrlreare. caa
sena tronocrIptIon 10 yrs Peri
.co wrILISU int/dont* & faculnr
10 min from campus 030 on
5 30 pm Mon Sun 251 5942

9 AM 8 PM $ miles
from SAW In North SJ Chrystal
(by appoltitmOntl 823-8481

247

6300

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

oat. was too,

8 30 pm PhyIll 923 2309,Parn
da 923 7810 10 min from cam

PLAYME. GOLF

rote incl ass...inc. with speNing
& grommet Ressonsbio rates Call

TYPING

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ea.
noticed prof...oriel word pro
missing P.p... th.es reumas
office overflow mailings Student
discount Guorantood work Cal
hems. 8 30 am 4 pm & 7 pm

LET’S 60,
Mg CAR
EU’ WE’LL WE-NDALL,
n/AlAT
HAVE TO
TAKE YCWR kW ON ?
CAR TD
BD,EwAr.

welcome

A WAY

10% discount rned

PERSONAL

Eric Kieninger

witting Town pa
manuscripts Both

motor will most
with grammar and sontence struc
rum DependabN and exporenced
Willow Glen area Coll Marsha
8AM 8PM tit 288 9448

AAA ACCURACY ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT in typing that’.
tops
Try Tony Marne., 296
1087 $1 50 per
eroutva evalloblo *even dons
w.k Al work guest...

HIS
MASTER ARI).

SO
war
ARE YOu
WAN&
HIM Fat7

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Berke Breathed

The Career Resource Center will
hold a workshop on how to interview
disabled people at 1:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Almaden Room. Call Cheryl
Allmen at 277-2272.

Alpha Lambda Delta will hold a
meeting at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Montalvo Room. Call Bill Bailor
at 224-8957.
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Spartan Shops postpones
decision on bank action
continued from page I
board shouldn’t make long-term decisions
based on short-term issues.
"The board’s first obligation is to Spartan
Shops and to the fiscal solvency of
Spartan Shops," he said,
Board member Connie Sauer, SJSU acedemic executive vice president of business atfairs, said she questioned the coalition’s criteria in determining which banks invest in South
Africa.
Sauer said she also questioned whether
there exists any banks big enough to handle the
Spartan Shops accounts that don’t invest in
South Africa.
"A bank of any size is involved in South Africa," she said. "Why would pulling out of Bank
of America make any difference"
More than half of the coalition’s list of alternative banks were savings and loans, which
Spartan Shops can’t use, Campsey said.
Savings and loans can’t legally handle corporate checking accounts, Flores said.
Spartan Shops writes about 2.000 payroll

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

and commercial checks a month, he said.
Coalition member Sudanya Kirk, a senior
in broadcast journalism, said the anti -apart heid group will try to address each board member’s concerns and answer any questions before the next board meeting.
Coalition members had threatened before
the Feb. 14 Spartan Shops board meeting to
picket and boycott the bookstore if the board
did not give them a positive response.
But the coalition does not want to present
an extremist image, Kirk said.
"We’ll only be radical after we’ve ex hausted the proper channels," she said.
Erin O’Doherty, board member and A.S.
president, was one of two who abstained in Friday’s vote. She said that she was disappointed
in the committee’s decision to postpone deciding the divestment issue.
Annabelle Ladao, another student board
member, also abstained.
Spartan Shops has banked with Bank of
America for 30 years. In 1978, the board turned
down a similar divestment request from the
A.S. Board of Directors.
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Alumnus helps keep government in check
Famous

Julie I Lugar Daily staff photographer
Amos stands hy his cookies in the Spartan Bookstore

Positive attitude breeds
success, says cookie king
continued from page
Amos said. "I was not going to have a
big company. 1 just wanted to have
one store."
Today. Amos has more than 30
stores in the United States. He also
has stores in Japan, Canada, Singapore, Hong Kong and Malaysia.
Amos plans include starting a
chain of stores that sell custom-made
shoes, starring in a situation comedy
and a magazine-variety TV show.
Amos said he is also planning a video
called the "Wally Amos Success
Workout," which will emphasize
exercise of the mind.
A second book, entitled "It’s OK
to Eat Watermelon," is in the making
too, Amos said He said he came up

with the title because in his youth
many blacks became "closet watermelon eaters" due to negative stereotypes.
"Everyone’s got their watermelon," Amos said. In everyone’s
life there is something which has
been labeled as negative, he said.
Amos’ first book, "The Face
That Launched IMO Chips," is an autobiography. It was published in 1983.
"I think I’ve got a positive attitude. I mean I love life and! think it’s
all there in the cookies," Amos said.
People don’t take the time to appreciate the things that are important in life, Arum added. "Did you all
notice the moon tonight?"

Asbestos found in ceiling
of Bentel Hall auditorium
e ontinued from page
The job on the east side was bid
at less than $20,000 by the contractor,
O.K. Anderson.
Dick Staley. director of news and
publications, said the new discoveries leave the university with two opt ions .
The university could elect to do
the repairs now, perhaps spending
the hundreds of thousands for a
"quick fix."
Or, the building’s upstairs wing
and auditorium could remain closed
indefinitely until the university gets
funds for a major renovation of the
building.
Staley added that whatever the
course the university decides to follow, the building will also have to be
brought up to current seismic code.
Fullerton said to do the quick repair, the university would have to ask
CSU for major capital outlay funds
and that would lessen the likelihood
of obtaining other funding for a
major renovation -- something the
university plans for the future. In
that light, she said any quick repair
seemed unlikely.
In the meantime, programs displaced will just have to find other accomoda t ions .
Programs affected by the closure

include Open University, Continuing
Education,
International Travel
Studies and Instructional Television.
Ralph Bohn, dean of Continuing
Education, said the upheavel has
been difficult but expects the department to weather it.
He said the displacement caused
problems with registration for Open
University, but nothing the department couldn’t handle at present.
Bohn said the best estimate he’s
heard will keep the building closed at
least another six months.
In the meantime, he said the displaced portion of his programs will
be moved into Building T, the "Old
Foundation Building," at Eighth and
San Salvador streets, which is currently vacant.
He said the move comes at a good
time because the program is in the
middle of a six -week quiet period
while preparations for summer and
fall registration are made.
"It’s not as good as moving back
upstairs, but we have no complaints," he said. "If all works right.
we shouldn’t lose too much efficiency."
Paul Bradley, associate dean of
Continuing Education, said the move
would split staff and have an adverse.
effect on program services.

COPIES TO GO.
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Copies, collating, binding, cutting, folding. Good
things are cooking at Kinkos. Ask about our
free pickup and delivery service.

continued from page 1
auditor general by a non-partisan
commission, composed of Secretary
of Defense Caspar Weinberger, former Congressman John Moss, and
California Superior Court Judge
Bruce Sumner. The commission recommended Hayes to the California
Legislature and he was approved by
a unanimous vote.
After taking the position of auditor general, Hayes requested and got
a change in the hiring/firing policy of
the auditor general position.
Prior to his appointment, the auditor general could be hired and fired
by a majority vote of a joint committee of the state legislature. Now it
takes a majority vote of both legislative houses.

A.S. board to determine if ballot
will offer restructuring options
continued from page
the director of Intercultural Affairs.
Two fiscal items that Sonneman
said should be placed before the student vote are an increase in the student fee and an increase in the Instructional Related Areas fee.
The A.S. fee is currently $10. and
has been since the 1950s, Sonneman
said.
He proposed the fee be increased
to $11 since costs and the number of

"Some of the calls are from disgruntled employees or jilted lovers
who have a grudge," Hayes said. His
department explores all complaints
that can be substantiated by the
caller.

The auditor general’s office also
monitors toxic waste handlers. The
first time they audited the toxic
waste management system they discovered that of the 1,100 toxic waste
handlers in the state that required licensing, only 18 were licensed, with
no monitoring process, Hayes said.
Improvement has been seen in subsequent audits by having more waste
handlers licensed, he said.

"We issue about 50 reports pointing out how the government can save
money land) how the state can save
money or do its job better in areas
such as toxic waste management,
prison construction and nursing
home administration," Hayes said.
A few years ago, in an investigation of the Medi-Cal system, his office
discovered that the contractor that
was paying the claims for the state,
overpaid between 816 to $25 million in
a year because of erroneous pay -

Currently, a major effort is being
conducted to see how well the state
prisons are run, in terms of security
and financial integrity and treatment
of inmates and maintenance, Hayes
said
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ments and computer errors. The contractors were able to retrieve the
money because of the audit, Hayes
said.

lature, the governor and citizens
using a hotline to complain about
government programs or employees.

organizations funded by the A.S JO
have increased.
The IRA fee is $5 and Sonneman
proposed the fee be increased to $7.
The IRA fee goes to instructional
programs that benefit the students,
such as the Spartan Daily, radio station R&M, Theatre Arts Department
and several others.
Sonneman said the $2 increase
would
generate an
additional
$50,000 per semester for the programs.

David Painetunz

Idnkois

481 E San Carlos St
295-5511
LOpen 24 Hours

"You could say I’m the most disliked man in the California state government, Hayes said.
"My office is responsible for reviewing not only the fiscal integrity
of what’s spent but reviewing efficiency of government effectiveness
and government compliance with
state laws."
He also investigates individual
acts of fraud, waste or abuse perpetrated by state employees.
Fifty percent of work given to the
auditor’s office is mandated by law.
The other work come from legislative
requests, (some initiated by Hayes)
and from private citizen complaints,
Hayes said.
With a staff of 162 people, Hayes
investigates requests from the legis-

new rock wave
LThe
in the South Bay

Water Tower Plua

a

Applecare Now Available At This Location.
’Financing available through Apple Credit Card at Spartan Bookstore.
10% downpayment required. See Computer/Electronics Department
for more details 408/277-3043
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Macintosh is a trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc. and is being
used with its express permission
Akistailammimor
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Health & Fitness
Health & Fitness is the
first of a series of special tabloid
supplements to the Spartan
Daily this seme ter. Each will
promote a different theme.
Special
Assignments
Editor
Antoinette Fleshman
Special
Sections
Manager
Kraig Knower
Assistant Special
Assignments Editor
Eugene Coatilio
Photo Editor
V. Richard Hero
Cover
The photo illustration by
Michael K. Chow represents
both the health and fitness conscience man. He is composed
entirely of vegetables.

Right shoe can prevent foot injury
By John Lucero
A time comes in everybody’s
life when they reach a physical crisis and decide to get back in good
physical shape.
One of the main considerations
for a start to getting in shape is
buying a good pair of athletic
shoes, whether it be for aerobic
dancing, jogging, or walking.
It’s important to remember
that a good running shoe is a buffer
between your feet and the road.
They affect your comfort, perforand
musculoskeletalmance,
health.
"Shoes are undoubtedly the
most essential product any person
starting a physical conditioning
program can purchase," said Tom
Brunick, running-shoe columnist
for "Runner’s World Magazine."
The cost of top-of-the line running shoes can run from $60 to
$100.
Major trends in today’s running-shoe industry is an increase
in the number of quality shoes for
$40 and under. The shoes being introduced at the lower end are featuring some of the technical inno-

vations as the $60 and $80 models.
Brunick said the technology of
the lesser expensive shoe is fairly
strong, and the low -end shoe of
1986 is comparable with a hightech shoe of 1982.
However, Brunick warns the
consumer looking for a bargain
may just physically damage their
body and cause a chain of nagging
chiropractic pain.
"The obvious question," said
Brunick, "is the cheaper shoe as
good as the start -of-the-art expensive one? I would say not. They’re
good, but not that good. The difference, which may not be apparent
to an untrained consumer is the
materials. Although the materials
used in the lesser expensive shoe
are generally sound, they’re not as
good as those in the expensive
line."
At the entry-level of less than
three miles, and at a cost of less
than $40. Brooks offers the "Response." Puma has their "Amie,"
which has design features for
women. It’s a technically advanced shoe for women that spend
a lot of time in high -heels. The

Here and Now
Running
In 1977, the first copies of James F.
Fixx’s, "The Book of Running’ was released. Running was a bit of a craze then,
just as aerobic exercise is now.
Nine years ago, some may have
viewed running as another means for a
"fly-by-night" health kick. But in 1986,
there are still almost 175 marathons and
10 kilometer races scheduled from Feb. 1
through Dec. 28 around the San Francisco Bay Area, according to "Bay Area The Schedule" (a calendar/magazine of
running events).
Thousands will throng to these races.
On the other hand, health spas have
been springing up all over the place that
offer aerobic exercise classes. As fast as
these spas are built, they close down,
leaving its members with useless membership contracts.
Running is here to stay as a practical
form of exercise for people of all ages.
Aerobics is exclusive by its expense
and functional need to be done in a room
with an aerobics instructor.
When an aerobic participant’s adrenalin is flowing during a class with the
common dance-like moves, they are
prone to a myriad of ankle injuries. A
sudden and unintentional twist of the leg
from one side to the other can destroy an
ankle or even a knee.
If an aerobics class is performed on a
hardwood floor, the running in place can
cause shinsplints.
Running has also been known to
cause shinsplints among other injuries.
However, while the injured runner is out
of commission, a costly fee-payment or
membership( at the local spa or "aerobergetics"class I is not running out and
going to waste.
Except for the expense of running

Nancy Chan - Artist
Arnie has a higher heel than most
women’s running shoe, which
helps reduce Achilles tendon
strain, a frequent result deriving
from swithching to flat running
shoes from high-heels.
also
carries
the
Puma
"Deity," a shoe for $40 that has
some of the technical features of
their expensive marathon shoes.
Reebok, a manufacturer that specializes in aerobic shoes, stocks
their "Hurricane," for $30, that
also features some of the latest
technological advancements only
found in more expensive footwear.
For $35, Adidas produces their
"de Castella Centaur," and is
being touted as a "bargain," by
local retailers,
"It’s still in the long run better
to spend the additional cost for the
more expensive footwear," Brunick said.

A few more points that should
be considered are, first: make several phone calls to local retailers
and find a competent salesperson
that is knowledgeable on the subject. Also select a retailer that lets
the buyer try the shoe on and actually get a chance to jog on specially -laid carpet. This eliminates
the doubt of wondering whether
one has made a proper purchase.
Wear the kind of athletic sock
one will actually wear when they
use the footwear If at all possible.
try not to think cosmetic or fashion
because this can tend to sway a decision away from buying the
proper shoe for the consumer.
Also, stay away from sales being
advertised because these brands
are usually close-out specials and
are being discountinued.
Good luck with your purchase
and happy health.

Castillo’s Corner
College fitness

al

Antoinette
Fleshman

shoes, running is refreshingly free. Runners can compete with themselves to increase their distance. Or, they might prefer a "healthy" competition by running
with a partner or a group.
A sense of competition is a definite
plus and long-term motivational factor to
running as a way to keep physically fit.
Music can be motivating to participants of an aerobics class, but it is noncompetitive to aid in the longevity of fitness maintenance. Also, a participant
can feel apathetic and de-motivated
when they begin, and feel compelled to
complete an aerobics class where the instructor’s music is not at all to their liking.
Running can be easily worked into
one’s daily schedule; whereas, someone
who does aerobics needs to fit themself
into a respective aerobic class schedule.
It’s one form of exercise that can be
done almost anywhere. While running an
errand, a person can literally run to their
destination. When on vacation, running
shoes just need to be packed in order to
keep up a regular exercise routine.
There area lot of points that add up
in running’s favor. Equally as many
strike against aerobics as a form of exercise that is destined to stay around Who
knows how long aerobics will last? Who
cares! People can still keep in shape because running is definitely here to stay.

Exercise. The word conjures up
images of pain, sweat and hard work.
But the benefits of staying in shape
outweigh the obstacles of getting there.
At least that’s what I’ve been told.
How many times have you heard
someone say, "I’m going to get into
shape" but then do nothing about it. I for
one am guilty of this offense and lam
sure slot of SJSU students also fall into
this category.
Procrastination is my biggest
obstacle. I find it easier to talk about
getting into shape than actually getting
started. I tell myself I can’t start running
because I don’t have the right shoes. But
instead of going out and buying a pair, I
head to the Pub to think over which ones
to buy.
The second reason I don’t exercise as
much as I should is my schedule. Let’s
face it, to get into shape takes a long
time. During a typical week I go to
school, study and work. III were to add
getting into shape to my busy schedule it
would cut into my party time. And since
my party time is sacred, exercising
usually gets left off the list.
I admire people who can stick to
their exercise schedule day in and day
out, even when they don’t feel like it.
These hardcore enthusiast are easy to
spot. There the ones you see every
morning or evenings either running,
swimming or lifting weights. My
exercise schedule usually lasts to the
morning after a major party. I get up,
pop two asprin, swear that I’ll never
touch another beer for the rest of my life
and then go back to sleep. I guess I lack
discipline or just like to have a good time.
But what really gets me are the
people that take exercising too seriously.
lam sure you know the people I’m

Eugene
Castillo
talking about, they’re pretty easy to
recognize. You see them running around
school wearing shorts that are two sizes
too small, eating nothing but health food
and scoffing at people who don’t
exercise. People like this don’t have a
clue to what the real world is like. They
spend most of their time watching reruns of Saturday Night Fever . Worst of
all they usually try and tell you how to
run your life and how terrible you look.
They ask you questions like,"can you
run 10 miles, jump rope and lift 300
pounds?" My response is no, but can you
drink 10 kamikazes, two martinis, slam
two pitchers of beer and then walk
home? For the average weekend athlete
this awesome display of liver abuse
usually shuts them up, but I have run into
a few individuals that have said yes.
People who say yes, I try to avoid like the
plague. They tend to be very large and
behave very barbaric when intoxicated.
If you are veteran of the Pub, then you
know what lam talking about.
I hope who ever reads this article
does’nt get the wrong perception of my
opinion on keeping in shape. Exercising
is very important and should be a part of
a everyones life. Unfortunately, not
everyone has the time or the patience to
make and keep an exercise schedule. I
am just trying to point out that there are
a lot of people at SJSU that are happy
with the way they feel and look.
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Athletic trainer revved up
to motivate aerobic students

Keeping in shape
while on campus

By Sally Finegan

By Jamie Buckley

Katie Flanagan used to teach
three aerobic classes back-toback.
But it got too hard on her 27year-old body.
Now she said she just teaches
two aerobic classes in a row.
Flanagan,
SJSU’s
head
trainer for women’s athletics, has
taught aerobics in the human performance department for five
years. She teaches high -intensity
aerobics at 9:30 a.m. and then medium -intensity aerobics at 10:30
a.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays.
"I’m pooped when I’m done,"
she said."I’m physically tired but
mentally very alert."
Her work as head trainer requires work weeks of 50 to 70 hours
in the fall and 40 to 50 hours in the
spring, she said. And her work
week is closer to seven days than
five days.
She travels with one or more of
SJSU’s eight womens’ teams
volleyball, basketball, gymnastics, field hockey, swimming, golfing, tennis and softball. She also
does injury rehabilitation work on
weekends.
In her spare time, she downhill -snow skis and plays recreational volleyball.
She said she also likes cooking
and interior decorating. "That’s
my escape," she said.

Flanagan, who graduated
from California State University
at Long Beach in 1980, said she
first started doing aerobics as an
undergraduate. She said she enjoys teaching because she gets a
good workout and has the satisfaction of watching students improve
throughout the semester.
Sometimes when Flanagan
first starts a class she feels tired,
she said, but after the class she
feels better.
"You’re pretty revved up
when you’re done," she said.
Flanagar has a definite philosophy about aerobics. She warns
her students not to try to keep up
with the high intensity level class
if they’re not yet physically fit.
Because of her work as head
trainer where she sees a lot of injuries, she said she is especially
aware of potential aerobic injuries.
Warming up the body and getting a good cardiovascular workout are the two elements of her
class she stresses most, she said.
"I’m a flexibility and cardiovascular person," she said.
Some aerobic instructors, Flanagan said, use incorrect biomechanical movements in their routines. Putting the back under
strain,
jumping
unnecessary
movements without good body
control and jerky stretching are
three common aerobic techniques
that cause unnecessary injuries.

Katie Flanagan
Athletic trainer
An aerobic workout should last
at least 40 minutes, she said. A
good aerobic class would spend
five to seven minutes raising heart
rates, 12 to 18 minutes sustaining
elevated heart rates and 12 to 18
minutes lowering heart rates.
Thus, at least 30 minutes
would be devoted to the aerobic
part of the workout, leaving the remaining time for flexibility and
isolation exercises.
To ’keep physically fit, a person should work out at least twice
a week, Flanagan said. To keep
challenging the body, a person
should work out at least three
times a week.
Flanagan keeps challenging
herself.
"I love to be experimental and
try all sorts of new things," she
said.

Weight lifting aids to put on the pounds
By Veda Anderson
The inability to gain weight is
a problem that some people have
and many people would welcome.
And when considering the fact
that more people in the United
States are concerned with being
overweight than underweight, it
seems like a trivial matter. But if
you are one of those people who
are underweight, and would like to
put on a few pounds, stop stuffing
your face with cheesecake and
chocolate. There is an easier way
weight lifting.
"Working out puts on muscle
weight," said Kathryn Sucher, associate professor of nutrition and
food science. "That’s preferrable
over gaining fat weight."
Weight lifting helps a person
increase bulk, which is what people are after when they want to put
on weight, said Greg Hicks, weight
lifting instructor.
Hicks said that when people
lift weights, they are essentially
overloading the muscle, and as a
result, the muscle fiber increases
in size.
Women can also lift weights to
put on pounds without worrying
about becoming too muscle-bound.
Women do not have the masculine
hormones in the quanity that men
do, Hicks said. "They ( women)
will not bulk up the way a man
would."

When weight lifting to gain
weight, it is also possible to increase specific areas of your body.
If you think your legs are too
skinny, you can concentrate on
ham string curls or leg extentions,
Hicks said.
"Exercise is very specific in
terms of what you want to accomplish,- said Rick Rasnick,
weight lifting instructor and football coach. "You can increase
your body size, depending on what
you want."
Before beginning a workout
program, it is important to have a
complete physical examination so
that you can know what shape your
body is in, Hicks said. "If you have
heart problems, you shouldn’t do
weight training." he said.
The next thing that a person
should do is establish a maximum
weight, Hicks said. A person’s
maximum weight is the weight
that can only be lifted once and no
more in a 30 to 60 minute time
frame.
Once this is done, a person is
ready to start the workout.
The workout routine has to be
safe, consistent and progressive,
Hicks said. It is important to
stretch before lifting to avoid damaging muscles, he said. It is also
good to work out at the same time
at least three times a week, but the
days should not be consecutive because the muscles need a chance

to rest. Hicks said.
In the first few weeks of training, light weights should be used .
In the fourth week, three to four
sets of weights, each consisting of
eight to 10 repetitions, should be
the start for beginners. The
weights used should be 40 to 50 percent of your maximum weight.
After lifting those sets, the
body should be warmer and ready
for more weight. The fiber system
operates better at higher temperatures, Hicks said. The next two
sets of weights should be set at 70
to 90 percent of your maximum
weight and should be no more than
six repetitions each set.
After the fourth week of consistent lifting, it is up to the individual to determine his or her
range, Hicks said.
A person can increase the frequency he or she lifts weights, the
duration and the resistance
(amount of weight), but a person
shouldn’t increase them all at
once, Hicks said.
A person can gain weight lifting weights, but it does take time.
Hicks said. It is biologically impossible to do it in six weeks; it isn’t
enough time, Hicks said "The average person can gain eight to 15
pounds of muscle tissue per year,"
Hicks said. "In the first several
weeks you won’t see any outward
changes, but you will become
stronger

Take (care of your ) heart!
Balancing exercise, academia
and meal times is not impossible. Students who feel pressed
for time can take advantage of
free or low-cost and accessible
activities available around
campus.
"The best time to exercise
is any time a student can schedule it in," said SJSU Human
Performance Professor, Carol
Christensen.
Since human performance
classes are offered in the morning Monday through Thursday,
students who want to exercise
in the afternoon or on Fridays,
can choose an individual approach and exercise at their
discretion. They can still use
the showers free of charge, and
also use some of the facilities,
although technically they can’t
use the lockers.
However, it should be noted
it would be possible for a student to bring one’s own combination lock and use it if the
human performance classes
aren’t in need of locker space.
According to Christensen,
exercising before or after
meals is highly individualistic,
depending upon what the student can tolerate. Exercising
before meals can be beneficial
on a weight -loss program because exercise decreases appetite.
It’s not hazardous to exercise after meals, but the student may feel more tired since
the body is simultaneously digesting food and exercising.
Christensen said a meal high in
protein, fat, fiber, spices or gasproducing substances may
cause a problem if the student
exercises too soon after eating.

The ideal pre-exercise meal is a
complex -carbohydrate.
high
one with plenty of water.
possibilities
Exercise
around school include walking
downtown or on one’s lunch
hour. working out on the parcourse fitness cluster, using facilities offered through the Co.
RecreationProgram and jogging.
The parcourse is a series of
15 stretching and strengthening
exercise tools located between
the Spartan Complex and the
Old Science Building.
Co-Recreation is an Associated Students Leisure Service
which offers recreation activities for the student during slow
hours.
For example, weight training is offered Monday -Friday
from 6-10 p.m. and from 1-5
p.m. on Saturdays. Similarly,
swimming, volleyball, basketball. badminton and croquet
are offered at specific times the
student can drop-in without
being enrolled. For more information, contact Leisure Services by the pub and pick up
their SJSU Recreation pamphlet.
Another example of exercising at one’s discretion is
using the Leisure Services’
drop-in dance aerobics class. It
is offered Monday through
Thursday from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
for $2 a class. It is located in
SPX 44 and it requires the student bring a heavy towel for
floorwork and wear athletic
shoes and clothes,
Jogging in the parks off
campus offers the student a
chance to get out of the city.
So, although studies may
seem endless or schedules inflexible, students can still work
find time for a work-out.

NAUTILUS

SUPER SPAS

SJSU
STUDENT SPECIAL
$9900 FOR 3 MONTHS
This offer is limitedso call
408-RESULTS
or visit club nearest you.
Must show student ID to receive special rate
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Pregnant workout
Women keep in shape during their nine -month term
Pregnant women can not only glow now, but also
have a figure to be proud of when the baby arrives. Yes,
this is possible . . . through some exercise classes here
in the South Bay.
"Pregnagym" is one of these programs. It is a
nine-month nautilus exercise system specifically designed for pregnant women. The program is sponsored
by San Jose Hospital, and is held in the Oakridge Winfield Professional Center.
The exercise system, which has been open since
last April, starts women on an exercise program after
their first trimester. The program consists of six
months of prenatal and three months of postnatal exercise.
To participate in Pregnagym, a woman must give
the gym instructor a written consent from her doctor
that gives her permission to exercise with the program.
The average fee is $37.50 a month, in addition to the
928.50 initial physical evaluation charge. Prices vary
depending on which hospital the woman is using for delivery.
The initial physical evaluation is done by a physical
therapist who evaluates a pregnant woman’s posture,
overall fitness and asks about the woman’s medical and
obstetrical history.
Once the evaluation is done, an individual program
is designed for each woman.
Each woman is expected to work out three times a
week for a half hour. The exercise therapist sets the
weights and makes the seat adjustments on the nautilus
equipment. The therapist also periodically takes the
woman’s blood pressure and heart rate.
A workout at Pregnagym consists of a warm-up,
followed by exercising the legs, torso and arms. The

routine is followed by a cool -do w n
There are 12 pieces of nautilus equipment in the
gym. Some pieces have been specifically altered for
pregnant women.
Every 10 weeks, a complete evaluation is done on
the pregnant woman and copies of the report are sent to
her obstetrician.
The exercise program was founded five years ago
in Florida.
Lori Evans, exercise manager of Pregnagym said
that by exercising, a pregnant woman can get in to better shape and improve her stamina and muscle tone.
Muscles that are frequently strained during childbirth will be strengthened and given more flexibility,
Evans said.
The exercise program works mostly on tone and endurance, Evans said. By exercising, decreased labor
time can be possible, Evans added.
By exercising, a pregnant woman can return to her
prepregnant shape or better. Evans said.
Pregnagym also teaches extracurricular classes
such as infant emergency care, which shows how to
apply CPR to infants.
By joining Pregnagym, women can develop a support group from the other pregnant women who are
exercising.
Pregnagym currently has 90 women in their program and have helped approximately 150 pregnant
women exercise since they’ve been open.
Another exercise program available to women is
"Move It!" This aerobics exercise program doesn’t
have a specific class for pregnant women, but encourages those who are pregnant and want to exercise to attend their low -impact aerobic class

Marilyn Meek works out
for half an hour to 45
minutes. She is expecting
her first baby and she
wants to buy mostly pink
clothes for the upcoming
little one.

Text by Lisa Vollmer
Photos by Michael K. Chow

The low -impact class has less bouncing and pounding then a regular aerobics class.
Like Pregnagym, Move It! also requests a doctor’s
approval before a pregnant woman can exercise.
Karen Aikens, an owner of Move It!, estimates that
there are ten pregnant women currently exercising in
their classes.
We never let the women get to the point of exhaustion, Aikens said. The pulse rates of the women are
monitored during the exercise class.
Move It costs $45 a month for unlimited use of the
exercise classes. Aikens advises that pregnant women
should not exercise more than 3 times a week.
Elaine Schnurle, an R.N. at Stanford Hospital,
exercised during the pregnancy of her first child, and
would recommend exercising to other pregnant
women.
While pregnant, Schnurle swam ten laps a day and
participated in an aquatic fitness class. She also tried to
take long walks whenever possible.
Schnurle stresses, however, that women need to
start their exercise program slowly and with a doctor’s
consent.
"By exercising, it can help with labor and delivery,
and it will also help regain her shape faster," Schnurle
said. "Her emotional status will be better because she
will feel better after she exercises, and her stamina will
improve," Schnurle added. "She’s going to be much
better off for pushing and shoving and all that neat
stuff," Schnurle said.
Women interested in joining an exercise class for
pregnant women can contact Pregnagym at 224-6667.
Those interested in Move It! can get more information
by calling 395-4455 or 395-4457.
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Left: Marilyn Meek, 5 1/2
months pregnant, works
out at the gym three days a
week. Below left: Natalie
Martin. nine months
pregnant, was due
yesterday. She wants to
have a boy. If she doesn’t
know by now, she’ll learn
the baby’s sex very soon.
Below: Hawley Haws, four
months pregnant, has sev,.n
girls and three boys
already. She’s determined
to bounce back into shape,
even after her eleventh
baby.
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’Old Man U.S.A.’
SJSU’s Olympian
Burke still throwing after all these years

Left: Ed
Burke carries
the flag
during the
1984 Olympic
Games
ripening.
Belo:
Burke,
Olympic

hammer
thrower,
demonstrates
skill during a
workout.

By Craig Quintana
Ed Burke knows about longevity in sports.
The man affectionately referred to as "Old Man U.S.A..’
made his third appearance in the Olympics during the Los
Angeles games of 1984. In a track and field career spanning
over 25 years, Burke has seen many changes come to the
event he loves.
In 1960, he was working on a political science major and
playing football at SJSU. Burke was here on a football
scholarship, but also threw the discus during track season.
At that time, in that event, he was number three on the team
and only the top two players got to travel and compete.
One day, coach Bud Winter decided he wanted to have a
hammer thrower. Everyone would be required to give it a
try. Burke, who at the age of 20 had never thrown the
hammer before, outdistanced everyone on his first try.
Winter told Burke that if he could could throw at least
160 feet, he could travel with the team.
"That was the beginning of my incentives," Burke said.
"You throw a little farther, you go a little farther and pretty
soon it’s the Olympic games and the world is yours."
Burke’s early training was nothing fancy; he threw over
and over again for days until the distance started to
improve. Back when he started the university had no facility
for hammer throwing. He trained in the middle of a wheat
field that has since been converted into "Bud Winter Field"
in honor of the late coach.
"I had no place to practice so I’d come over here," he
said. "They’d mow down the wheat, but every once in a
while you’d lose a hammer and have to spend an hour
looking for it
Burke kept at it on his own for the next four years with a
makeshift weight set manufactured from junk yard scraps
and his wife Shirley acting as his coach.
He steadily improved and he seemed to be on his way to
the national championships two years later. In the
meantime, his wife bought a movie projector with Blue Chip
stamps to help study his technique.
But just as the momentum picked up, tragedy struck. In
a freak accident, his wife was struck by a hammer when a
practice throw went awry and crashed through his car
windshield. A guilt -ridden Burke gave up the sport. But at
his wife’s urging, he returned to the sport. He credits his
success to her unwavering support and determination.
In 1964, Burke qualified for the U.S. Olympic team and
went to Tokyo games. He placed seventh at those games
without the aid of expert coaching or state-of-the-art
equipment.
However, Burke said he came to a realization at those
games.
"I looked at the other athletes and realized that I didn’t
look like that," he said. "I was embarrassed for them to see
me on the practice field, sot would wait until they all went in
and then I’d throw."
Burke and his wife shot movies of all the competitors so
he could emulate their techniques. Burke vowed to beat the
Russians by copying their technique.
"I put a picture of the Russian I was trying to beat up on
the cage and then I would throw, and I would compare how I
looked to how he looked to see where I went wrong."
After the games, Burke established himself as the best
hammer thower in the U.S., winning three straight National
Championships between ’64 and ’68. By the time of the ’68
Olympic games, he had outdistanced the Russians by three
feet and was expected to sweep the event.
But expectations fell short of reality. Al the Mexico City
games, Burke fouled on three successive throws. Burke said
the official did not know the rules and penalized him for

Ken Lam Daily staff photographer
what should have been the winning throws. An embittered
Burke retired from the sport for 12 years.
During his hiatus, Burke taught political science at a
community college in Southern California after getting his
master’s degree in the subject at SJSU in 1965. He then
designed and patented a line of exercise equipment, which
used hydraulics, that was bought out by a larger firm. Now,
Burke owns and manages the Los Gatos Athletic Club.
In 1979, Burke was watching the World Track and Field
Championships on television and was struck by how much
the event had changed. Instead of large men muscling the
hammer. Burke said he saw smaller men winning with a
different technique.
"When I left the event, it was beginning to be dominated
by giants. But with this new technique, much smaller men
were able to throw the hammer just incredible distances."
Burke said his third Olympic bid started simply with a
demonstration to his children who, up until that time, had
only heard stories about their dad. At the insistent prodding
from his wife and children, he agreed to a demonstration.
Afterwards, Burke said he hurt for several days, but
knew he would like to try it again.
"On the way hornet realized I still had the
neuromuscular patterns and the desire to throw the thing. It
was fun; I really liked that."
To make up for lost time and ground, new techniques
were needed. Shirley could no longer be his trainer and new
technology had to be incorporated. Stuart Togher, the man
who coached the national team, took over Burke’s training
Similarly, the old super-8 camera was replaced with a video
tape machine and other high-tech training devices providing
instant feedback.

Nutrition played a bigger part in his comeback training.
Burke said he kept careful tabs on his exact aminoacids
intake, bringing total consumption up to a competition level
and eating for results.
Perhaps the biggest change occurred in the approach to
the sport. In the decade since his absence, the Russians and
East Germans regained their dominance. Burke attributed
their success to their use of science and biomechanics the
study of physics and how the body works with the hammer
as a unit.
"The East Germans were gathering up their scientists
and having them study the physics of throwing the hammer.
That’s something we had never thought of. ’Hammer
throwing a science?’ We’d never looked at it that way
before."
To become competitive again, Burke needed to emulate
current techniques. Some 19 years after he first picked up
the hammer, he was again playing catchup.
In 1982, under Togher’s guidance, Burke made the
national team with the Olympic tryouts just a few months
off.
"That put a lot of stress on me to make that team. I felt
like every middle-aged person in the world was watching
me . . . if I did it, it proved they could have if they wanted to.
If! didn’t, it proved they were right and I should never have
tried."
He made the team and two years later, at age 44, he was
awarded the distinction of carrying the flag in the opening
ceremonies in the Los Angeles Olympics by his teammates.
Today, Burke concentrates his efforts on helping young
athletes develop their skills.
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Stretching methods
can reduce injuries
"It’s common sense to respond
to what our body tells us," he said.
Athletes who ignore injuries
and pain while exerting them selves could develop greater problems when they decrease their activity and their circulation has
slowed down, he said.
That nagging little pain or the
soreness experienced after lifting
may be warning signs of a problem.
Some weight lifters are willing
to suffer chronic pain from injuries they ignore in the struggle to
obtain that beautiful body.
They fear that a break in their
program would spell disaster, but
by continuing to punish their body
they are causing more harm than
good.
"The weight trainer who can
take a day or two off when they are
hurting or injured is going to survive better physically than a person who feels like they’re going to
lose something if they take a day
off," Denham said,
It is also possible to get injured
from exposing a muscle to too
much stress, Denham said,
Most athletes are aware that

By Stew Hintz
Muscle pulls, torn ligaments,
tendonitis and other ailments that
affect weight lifters are no fun and
often are a pain in whatever part
of the anatomy injured.
Problems such as these often
can be prevented by taking care to
warm up and stretch before an Sctivity and not push a body beyond
its limits, said Kayo Denham,
physical therapist for the SJSU
Student Health Services,
Denham sees many athletes in
need of therapy and of those, he
said, a steady number could have
prevented their injuries,
"Our business has probably increased more from people who are
trying to do things that are healthy
than from those who are sedentary," Denham said.
Doctors frequently warn athletes to take their exercise slowly
and do it intelligently.
Preventing an injury can be as
easy as reading books and magazines devoted to the subject and
paying attention to what your body
is saying, but many don’t pay attention and instead pay the price.

Ken Lam

Lance Wyatt, a center for the SJSU basketball team, keeps himself in shape through
injuries can be prevented by preparing the muscles before they engage in strenuous activity by
stretching and warming up, but it
can’t be stressed enough, Denham
said.
"The threshold of injury is
lowered if you don’t warm up or
stretch," he said.

Swimming: best for whole body
By Michael McCarthy
Tired of shin splints, twistedl
ankles, and sore joints that accompany jogging?
Bored with going to the same
smelly gym to lift weights?
Looking for a new exercise
that can get your entire body in
shape?
Try swimming.
"It’s probably the best exercise there is," Jack Mutimer said,
coach of SJSU’s swim team. "You
get very few injuries, and it’s a
good cardiovascular exercise."
Weight-training and running
are injury -prone, while swimming
is not, Mutimer said. He said
swimming causes very little strain
on joints or muscles, as the two

forms of exercise previously mentioned would.
"Swimming works your whole
body: legs, arms and midsection
all at the same time," said Steve
Murphy, co-recreation supervisor
for A.S. Leisure Services.
Murphy tries to swim an average of four times a week. He also
lifts weights about four times
weekly.
"A lot of people will come in to
swim after weight -lifting to loosen
up," he said.
Murphy estimates that 80 people swim each night at the East
Swimming Pool (SPX 79), but
often more than 100 will hit the
water.
One of those recreational
swimmers is Greg Schirle.
"I don’t like to run too much,

,teve Savage

Daily staff photographer

It’s recreational swim time at the Women’s Gym pool

and lifting weights is boring," he
said.
"I like swimming. It’s one of
the best fitness things you can do,"
he continued. "I feel progress with
myself each time I go out there."
The pool is open for student
use from 6 to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and from 1 to 5
p.m. on weekends.
For entry, a student need only
present his SJSU I.D. card. And a
student may bring an outside guest
for fl per day.
The pool is divided into three
sections for different levels of
swimming. Two lanes are open for
advanced swimmers, two lanes
are reserved for medium swimmers and two are set aside for beginning and recreational swimmers.
Before a program is set up for
a swimming workout, one should
take swim lessons if he doesn’t already know how, according to
Murphy.
Light jogging a week beforehand is recommended to increase
the lung capacity.
One should stretch out to
loosen up the joints just before entering the pool, Murphy said.
Once in the pool, Mutimer believes one should start off slowly.
"They should swim 25 yards
(one pool length), then take a comfortable rest," he said. "Then they
should try to shorten the rest periods as they go along."
"When they are able to
shorten their rests, they then can
increase the distance and gradually work up that way," Mutimer
said.
"It’s probably the best sport
for exercise and it gets you
squeaky clean."

Daily staff photographer

workouts at the men’s gym. After finishing
the stretch routine, it’s on to the weights.

Proper stretching and warmup techniques, which include: running in place, jumping jacks and
gradually stretching the muscles
intended to be worked, will help to
make the tissues more elastic and
more resistant to injury, Denham
said.
Denham emphasized that

muscles must be stretched gradually or else they are liable to be
damaged doing the very thing intended to protect them
It only takes a few minutes
and some common sense to prevent a major problem in a weight
lifting routine, Denham said.

Triathalon
American athletes reach
plateau of endurance
By Lucy Santopietro
Americans are reaching
beyond fitness to a new level
the triathalon and the future
may hold quadathalons and
even penta tha Ions.
The triathalon should be
enough to fulfill one’s competitive spirit. For example, a participant at the Iron Man triathaIon in Hawaii must swim two
and a half miles in the ocean,
bicycle 110 miles and run a
marathon.
"There is an urge within all
of us to get adventure. TriathaIons font it," said Lynn Wallach, director of the Olympic
marathon and he is also a triathalon director.
"In the future people will
push themselves harder and
faster," Wallach said.
Quadathalons and pentathalons are the next big sports
events that people will challenge, he said.
A quadathalon consists of
four events where shooting the
rapids or climbing a major
peak will be added to the swimming, biking and running
events. And in a pentathalon
the competitor will do all of
those events, Wallach said.
"There is a lot of untapped
potential in people where it
comes from the gut," Wallach
said,
Also seen in the future are
cross-country cycling and back-

packing. The trend will become
community -based triathalons
which would be hosted by the
community and not by outside
promoters, Wallach said.
And there will be more biathalons with bicycling and
running as the two main events,
he said.
Wallach, 58, directed the
Olympic marathon and said it
was a media event for show and
entertainment. He said that is
what competitors are going for
entertainment, fun and show
Look at the "Bay to Breakers" run. People wear costumes, create a centipede team
and blare their music. People
will know the media is filming it
so they will want to participate
More and more of these kinds of
races will be put on, he said.
People will pick a race that
is fun, more challenging, well organized and has a good location, Wallach said.
He also sees competitions
to prove the toughest men and
women, where they will compete in an event each day for
ten days.
"People have not gotten
anywhere near their potential.
For example, I ran a 72-mile
race at Tahoe in 20 hours. The
next day I ran a marathon and I
still have not reached my poten
tial," Wallach said.
Competitions in the future
will be festival -like but tough.
Wallach said.
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Vitamins not deficient in profits
By Thomas Gary Morton
Many people have benefited
from the health craze of the ’80s,
but the big winners have been the
businesses in the health products
industry.
In the first four years of the decade, consumer spending on vitamin supplements alone jumped to
$1.3 billion an increase of $400
million over the 1980 figure.
Since consumers are taking to
vitamin pills and other nutritional
systems like bees to honey, it behooves us to ask the following
questions: Are daily supplements
necessary to ensure the good
health of the average person? If
not, can they offer any benefits at
all to those with special problems?
received
Nancy Lu, who
her Ph.D. in nutrition from UCBerkeley in 1973, said that vitamin
supplements are unnecessary if
you eat the proper foods.
"You don’t need pills if you eat
right," she said. "Pills cannot replace your food."
"One ( multivitamin) pill is
OK. But if you’re depending on
them a lot, you’re not on the right
track. When you take pills, you’re
missing trace elements that are
found in food."
Lu said that if you asked 10 nutritionists whether vitamin supplements are needed to maintain
one’s health, all would say no. But
she said that the use of a daily
supplement could be beneficial to
people who may not have the time
or inclination to eat properly.
multivitamin
a
"Taking
supplement is a good insurance
policy just in case you don’t eat
right. Sometimes people don’t eat
normally," she said.
Lu said a lot of products sold
under the "health care" label recommend dosages that exceed the
Recommended Dietary Allowance. Such a policy is unwise, she
said.
Taking a huge quantity, or megadose, of a vitamin could result in
serious health consequences. Vitamins A, C, D, and E are particularly dangerous when taken at
excessive levels.
People suffering from acne
sometimes try to deal with this
problem by consuming massive
doses of vitamin A. Studies have,
in fact, shown that application of a
synthetic form of the vitamin helps
to prevent the clogging of skin
pores.
But an overdose of vitamin A
can produce liver damage, fatigue, joint pain, abnormal bone
growth, menstrual irregularities,
diarrhea, nausea, yellowing skin,
rashes and blurred vision.
"Muscle magazines" often advertise plans to improve a person’s
strength and energy, and vitamin
D is a standard component in
many of these. Excessive consumption of this vitamin can, however, cause calcium deposits, development of kidney stones and
high blood pressure.
Vitamin E has been advertised
as a wonder vitamin Ads claim it

can do just about anything, from
preventing heart disease to adding
years to one’s life. Yet according
to a recent issue of Current Health
2, no adult has ever been found to
be deficient in vitamin E, and it is
found in almost every food. Those
who take too much may experience nausea, fatigue, blurred vision and headaches.
Vitamin E, in excess, can decrease the body’s supply of vitamin K, which helps to clot blood.
And megadoses of vitamin E can
reduce reproductive functioning.
Perhaps no other drug is used
more often, and by more people,
than vitamin C. Megadoses have
been recommended in preventing
colds and even cancer. But large
doses of it can prevent you from
absorbing vitamin B-12, a potential cause of anemia. It can also
have an adverse affect on growing
bones and could damage genes and
chromosomes.
While vitamin consumption is
spiraling, the use of other diet
supplements is also on the increase. Herbalife is an example of
such a health plan. For $32.95, the
consumer receives a month’s supply of four formulas "that provide
all the nutrients you need on a
daily basis," said Dan Mundy, who
works at San Jose’s Herbalife outlet.
Since he started the program,
Mundy said he has noticed a "tremendous difference" in the way he
feels. He said it’s a fact that you
can get all the nutrients you need
from a balanced diet, but he feels
that in this day and age a lot of people don’t have time to eat all the
foods necessary to insure good
health.
Dr. Lu wasn’t familiar with
the Herbalife program, but she did
comment on the growing healthproduct industry: "It’s commercial people are trying to make
money. Some companies take (a
scientific finding) and exaggerate
it. They blow it all out of proportion.
"Lots of them are a rip-off, a
money -making scam."
Lu made a wry observation
about some of the popular nutrition books that often become bestsellers.
"People will write a book with
a Ph.D. title," she said, "but if you
look carefully, you’ll see it’s in
( something like) mathematics."
While the vitamin industry has
been criticized by many nutrition
experts, special vitamin preparations have proved effective in
treating various conditions. Topical, or external, application of
such preparations have been effective.
John E Milner, M.D., associate professor of occupational
medicine and dermatology at the
University of Washington, has had
success in treating various types of
skin rashes. A 10 percent solution
of vitamin C has been found to be
effective in a number of cases.
Vitamin C is an essential component in a wound -healing nutrient

solution developed by Anthony Silvetti, M.D., director of the Wound
Healing Intensive Care Unit at
West Lake Community Hospital in
Melrose Park, Ill. Bedsores and infections have been treated successfully, and Silvetti says the
treatment has been used to heal

chronic lesions that hadn’t healed
for as long as 30 years.
Vitamin E, when applied topically, has been found to work as an
anti-inflammatory. Tests have indicated that it may short-circuit
the sun’s damage to the skin in the
case of sunburns. The vitamin has

also been used on patients undergoing chemotherapy to reduce cell
damage caused by the cancer
treatment.
While taking a daily multivitamin supplement is a good policy, a
balanced diet renders this unnecessary.

best custom-made pizza is
The
hot, fresh, has real dairy cheese,
an assortment of carefully selected
toppings on a perfect gold
crust...and is delivered to you in
thirty minutes or less
Domino’s Pizza Delivers.’"

298-4300
510S 10th Street

The Price Destroyer’s

926-4200
1909 Tully Road

251-6010
2648 Alum Rock Ave
Hours:
11am 2am Mon. -Sun
10th Si, store
ham -lam Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am Fri. & Sat
Tully Rd. & Alum Rock Av. stores

Menu
All Pizzas Include Our Special
Blend of Sauce and
49
100% Real Cheese.

12
$ 5.11,
4 6 18
8 702
4 786
8 874
8 958
s1042
$1125
$1209
$1293
$ 1 3 76

Limited portions of 9 items for the
price of 5! Pepperoni, Mushrooms.
Ham, Ground Beef, Sausage,
Pineapple, Green Peppers, Onions
and Black Olives
12" Price Destroyer’m: $ 9.58
16" Price Destroyer": $ 1 4. 1 8
Additional Items
Ground Beef, Green Peppers, Ham,
Double Cheese, Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Black Olives, Onions,
Sausage, Pineapple, Jalapenos,
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per item
16" pizza $1.25 per item
En ov
Free Extra Sauce!

6Y.41

Coke’ /16 oz. bottle, $.75 MIA

Domino’s Pizza Prices
Cheese
1 item
2 item
3 tern
4 ;tern
5 .ten,
6 tern
7 item
8 tern
9 $tern
10 tier,

The Deluxe
5 items for the price of 41
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions,
Green Peppers, & Sausage
12" Deluxe: 9 8.74
16" Deluxe: $12.97

16"
8 800
4 9 21
$1046
81162
$1297
$1418
$1544
$1668
$1790
$19 16
4 21, 4 1

$ .50 service charge on all
personal checks.
All prices subject to sales tax.
Our drivers do not carry
more than $10.00.

Limited delivery areas.
11184 DOMINI S PI7Za Inn

$1.00 off any pizza!
One coupon per pizza.

Expires March 10, 1986
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